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Mil,Pido, and Confucius

Why Lin Plao Advocated
Confucius* Program of
'Self-Restraint and

Return to the Rites*
By the Mass Criticism Group of Tsinghua and Peking Universities

IN 1969, when great victories had
been won in the Great Prole

tarian Cultural -Revolution in our
country, the Communist Party of
China held its Ninth National Con
gress. There Chairman Mao issued
the cali: "Unite to win still gfeater
victories.** And^ immediately after
wards, at the First Plenary Session
of the Ninth Central Committee,
Chairman Mao said: "Unite for one
purpose, that is, the consolidation
of the dictatorship of the prole
tariat.** Guided by this line of the
Ninth Party Congress, the whole
Party, army and people went to
work, with soaring vigor and mili
tancy, to consolidate the prole
tarian dictatorship.
But no class enemy is ever rec

onciled to defeat. After the Liu
Shao-chi renegade clique had col
lapsed, the Lin Piao anti-Party
clique sprang out impatiently. It
tried by every means to sabotage
the revolutionary line of the Ninth
Party Congress, rabidly stepping
up its anti-Party plotting in a vain
attempt to subvert China's prole
tarian dictatorship and restore
capitalism.
The bourgeois careerist, conspir

ator, double-dealer, renegade and
traitor Lin Piao, like all the reac
tionaries of China's history when
they were at doom's door, picked
up that reactionary ideological
weapon, the doctrine of Confucius
and Mencius — his purpose being
to restore capitalism. On October
19, 1969, avoiding the light of day,
Lin Piao drew on Confucius' Ana

lects and wrote an inscription on
two scrolls addressed to his sworn

follower, "Of all things, this is the
most important: to restrain oneself
and return to the rites*."

Knowing full well what he
meant, she wrote back these same
words to her master Lin Piao as

an expression of counter-revolu
tionary determination. On New
Year's Day 19V0, the people
throughout the coimtry were ad
vancing in triumph in the fierce
struggle between the two lines,
making a fighting entry into the
decade of the 70's. On that same

day Lin Piao again reminded his
sworn follower of his counter-rev

olutionary intent, writing for the
third time on a scroll the same
thought: "Of all things this and
this alone is the most important:
to restrain oneself and return to

the rites."

Lin Piao added here, make note,
"and this alone". This was no

* These "rites", which came to be known
as the "Rites of Chou", were rules and
regulations giving effect to a systematized
political and moral theory put forward by
the Duke of Chou, head of the slave-own
ing class in the early years of the Western
Chou dynasty (11th century-770 B.C.) Their
purpose was to safeguard the dictatorship
of the slave-owning aristocracy. This duke
acted as regent during the minority of
King Cheng and was the reputed author
of the "Rites of Chou". Living at a time
when the slave system was crumbling,
Confucius idolized the Duke of Chou as a
"sage" and dreamed of returning the
slave society to its peak in the early years
of Western Chou when the "rites" held full
sway.

mere repetition but a deliberate
stress for ulterior ends.

Lin Piao and his accomplice
wrote these scrolls one ̂ after the
other within less than three

months. They kept insisting that
"to restrain oneself and return to

the rites" was important above all
else. This reflects the impatience
and frenzy of their counter-revolu
tionary craving.

WHAT kind of goods was Con
fucius peddling when he wrote

this precept? And what prompted
Lin Piao & Co. to boost it so

feverishly? What "rites" did they
want to restore? Just what did

they want to do?
"Self-restraint and return to

the rites" was Confucius' political
program for a return of the slave
system to its peak. The Spring and
Autumn and Warring States
periods (770-221 B.C.) were the
time of a tremendous social change
in Chinese history, from the slave
to the feudal system. Those were
days of great turbulence through
out the land. The system of "rites"
— in other words, the old order of
slavery — was in the process of
downfall and the newly emerging
feudal system was daily on the
rise.

It was to cope with this situa
tion that Confucius put forward
his reactionary slogan. His purpose
was to preserve and maintain the
slave system and oppose the re
forms of the emerging landlord
class. ^
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By "self-restraint" he meant
that one should subdue personal
desires and act only in compliance
with the rites of the Western Chou

dynasty, which reflected the fun
damental interests of the slave-

owning class. His main objective
was to make the newly- emerging
landlord class and the slaves give
unconditional loyalty to the slave
owners and on no account to

"create disorder against the rulers",
-in other words, never to rebel.

"Self-restraint" was the means.

"Return to the rites" was the

aim. It meant going back to the
already disintegrated system of
rule of the slave society of the
Western Chou dynasty (11th cen-
tury-770 B.C.). It meant, in short,
restoring the superstructure of
slave society.

Thus we see that Confucius' pre
cept reflected the reactionary will
of the declining slave-owning
aristocracy, loath to acquiesce in its
own extinction, to fight to the
death against the new-born forces.
It was an out-and-out reactionary
political program of resistance to
social change, aimed at reversing
the wheel of history and restoring
the slave system of Western Chou.

Lu Hsun (1881-1936), lauded by
Chairman Mao as the chief com

mander of the revolution in Chi

nese culture, made a point of de
nouncing the actions of reaction
aries to restore the past. He wrote:
"In restoring the old, the diehards
of modern China even puU out the
Confucian 'doctrine of rites'", and
"Despite being men of the present
age, breathing present-day air, they
press into service the 'doctrine of
titles' already decayed and lan
guage already dead and stiff for
out-and-out calumny of the
present".

The Lin Piao anti-Party clique
are just such counter-revolutionary
diehards. They exhumed this
political corpse, Confucius, wrap
ped themselves in his mantle and
held sacred his doctrine of "self-

restraint and return to the

rites". This has fully exposed
their criminal aim — their vain at

tempt to subvert proletarian dicta
torship and restore capitalism in
China.

Lin Piao lived under different

historical conditions from Confu

cius. Therefore the trumpeting of

this precept by him and his ilk
had a different class content. Con

fucius, representing the declining
slave-owning class in the historical
period of transition from slavery to
the feudal system, tried to restore
the "rites" of the former. Lin

Piao, representing the overthrown
landlord and bourgeois classes in
the historical period of proletarian
dictatorship in China, attempted to
restore the "rites" of capitalism.

However, Lin Piao and Con
fucius took the same fundamental

stand — resistance to social change,
advocacy of retrogression, and
action for counter-revolutionary
restoration. Under the sinister^

banner of Confucius' "self-restraint

and return to the rites", the
vicious features of Lin Piao stand

out all the more clearly. In Lin
Piao's plotting under this banner,
the ghost of Confucius walked
again.

Confucius preached "return
to the rites" to push a

counter-revolutionary line: "Re
vive states that were extinct, re
store famihes that had lost their

positions, and call to office those
who had fallen into obscurity."
That is, he aimed to revive
the extinct slavery-based states
and restore the hereditary pow
ers of the slave-owning aristo
crats so that their remnants, old
and young, could rise again to con
tinue ruthlessly oppressing and
exploiting the slaves.

Lin Piao preached "return to
the rites" to push his own counter
revolutionary revisionist line, i.e.
his vain attempt to usurp supreme
power in both Party and state,
radically change the Party's basic
line and policies for the entire
historical period of socialism, sub
vert the dictatorship of the prole
tariat and restore capitalism. By
repeatedly raising this reactionary
Confucian slogan between October
1969 and January 1970, Lin Piao
and his ilk aimed to mobilize their
diehard accomplices to step up ac
tion for the seizure of power,
launch their counter-revolutionary
coup d'etat and carry out their
coimter-revolutionary revisionist
line.

To realize his dreamed-of
"return to the rites", Lin Piao
thought night and day of usurping
supreme power in the Party and

the state. So from Confucius, that
father of restoration, he picked up
as a. weapon the worn-out phrase:
"What must be done is to rectify
titles." In May 1970, in brazen op
position to directives by Chairman
Mao, he instigated his diehard gang
to attack the Party, who clamored
that Lin Piao should become "head

of state", and argued, "If the state
has no chairman, it will be without
a head; if the titles are not correct,
words will not carry weight." Here
the Lin Piao anti-Party clique
openly based themselves on Confu
cius' preachment, "If the titles are
not correct, words will not carry
weight; if words do not carry
weight, affairs will not succeed."
They stubbornly pushed their
anti-Party political program in
a vain attempt to usurp and
seize supreme power in the
Party ̂ d state. What they meant
was that if he, Lin Piao, could not
be "head of state", the titles would
not be correct; if the titles were
not correct, his directions would
not be quickly carried out; and if
so, there could be no "return to
the rites" and their "affairs", i.e.
the restoration of capitalism, could
not be brought to success.

In the eyes of Lin Piao & Co.
everything in socialist new China,
including the excellent situation
and many new things born in the
Great Proletarian Cultural Revolu
tion, was at odds with their "rites".
They viciously attacked the con
tinuance of the revolution imder

the dictatorship of the proletariat
as revolution against the Chinese
people. They assailed the dictator
ship of the proletariat for being
"dictatorial". They clamored that
"those who had fallen into obscu
rity" under the proletarian dicta
torship, i.e. the remnants of Chiang
Kai-shek's dynasty, unreformed
landlords, rich peasants, counter
revolutionaries, bad elements and
Rightists, renegades, enemy agents
and diehard capitalist-roaders
should "all be politically liberated",
so as to build up forces for coimter-
revolutionary restoration.

Lin Piao's desire to liberate the
enemies of the dictatorship of the
proletariat was also the desire to
push the hundreds of millions of
Chinese working people back into
an abyss of misery, and cause mil-

(Continued on p. 6)
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A mass meeting criticizing Lin Piao and Confucius at the Hsinhua Printing House in Kiangsu province.

As part of their criticism of Confucian doctrine and Lin Piao's
use of it to try to restore capitalism, members of an army anti-
chemical warfare company in Chekiang province hears Chiu Ah-
lan, a veteran worker, tell of his miserable life in the old society.

Old land deeds and debt contracts secretly kept
by a landlord element are a reminder to the
peasants In Chinchiao commune near Shanghai
that the overthrown class always seeks restoration.

tit
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Worker-peasant-soldier students in the philosophy department of Peking University
write articles criticizing Confucius and the reactionary Confucian ideology.

Yang Jung-kuo, professor at Chungshan University in Canton, joins the Communist Party
committee of a PLA regiment in a discussion criticizing Lin Piao and Confucius.

Commune members and educated young people in Chiahsien
county, Honan province, denounce Lin Piao and Confucius.

Pupils of Peking's No. 31 Middle School sec an
exhibition criticizing Lin Piao and Confucius.



(Continued from p. 3)

lions of heads to roll. Clearly, Lin
Piao's "return to the rites" de

noted a vain attempt to restore
the old order shattered by the pro
letariat, the lost "paradise" of the
exploiting classes, the dictatorship
of the big landlord class and big
bourgeoisie within our country.
Chairman Mao has pointed out:

"Without their wire-pulling mas
ters the political representatives of
the flabby class of big landlords
and big boui^eoisie in China cannot
move an inch." In seeking to realize
his dream of "return to the
rites", Lin Piao was bound to look
for an imperialist backer and
master. His master was Soviet re

visionist social-imperialism. When
his plot was brought to light,
Lin Piao fled in panic to the
Soviet revisionists and was killed
in a plane crash in Undur Khan,
Mongolia. These facts prove con
vincingly that, in external matters,
Lin Piao's "return to the rites"
meant capitulation to Soviet
revisionist social-imperialism and
becoming a vassal-king under its
"nuclear umbrella".

In sum, Lin Piao's "return
to the rites" meant restoring the
system of exploitation and oppres
sion of the laboring people by the
landlord class and the bourgeoisie,
restoring the rule of the many by
the few, changing China into a

. Soviet revisionist colony and set
ting up a feudal, comprador, fascist
dictatorship in our country.
As for "self-restraint", Lin Piao

had the same aim in boosting it as
did Confucius —to -bring about
a "return to the rites". He de

manded that his sworn followers
put this above aU else, and restrict
aU their speech and action to
comply with the "rites" of capital
ist restoration. He also warned
them not to show their true colors
too early, thus losing the "big"
stakes for the small; to hold them
selves in, "pay attention to conceal
ment", "observe discipline" and
await the opportune moment to
pull off their scheme.

TT is no accident that Lin Piao

should have gone for help to
the ghost of Confucius and taken
over his counter-revolutionary
program of "self-restraint and
return to the rites". Confucius

was a reactionary thinker of the
declining slave-owning class. But
the essence of his thinking is return ̂
to the past, preservation of the old,
retrogression and restoration —
and it thus embodies the interests
and political needs of any declining
class of exploiters. That is why
all reactionaries revere Confucius.
In this precept of his they find an
id,eologiccil weapon for opposing
change and keeping down the peo
ple. '

Chu Hsi, a reactionary represen
tative of the Confucian school who
lived more than 1,600 years after
Confucius in the Sung dynasty
(960-1279), advised the feudal em
peror of his time to take "self-
restraint and return to the rites" as
a talisman for the maintenance of

reactionary rule.
In much later times, Tseng Kuo-

fan, the bloody suppressor of the
Taiping Revolution of the Chinese
peasantry in 1851-1864, declared,
"What is the sum of the in

numerable channels for cultivating
oneself to rule over men in the
Way of the ancient sage-kings? One
may say, the rites, and they alone."
Thus he, too, made this precept his
basic tenet governing all things.
He enjoined his band of followers,
big and small, to "restrain the self
and love men", and to "magnani
mously sacrifice life itself" in "sub
duing the great disorder", i.e. in
crushing the people's revolution.
Chiang Kai-shek, autocrat and

traitor to the people, also adores
the Confucian "self-restraint and
return to the rites" as a treas
ure beyond price. He caused it
to be included in the Kuomintang
handbook Guide for Party and
Government Personnel as an im
portant tenet of the "basic educa

tion" in anti-Communism and op-,
position to the people for his fas
cist party gangsters. He regarded
"the rites" as "spiritual national de
fence" and "fundamental principles
for the establishment of the state",
and dreamed that through "em
phasis on the rites" these "spiritual ;
foundations" for a hereditary ^
Chiang dynasty to last "for tens of
thousands of years" would be "con
solidated". . i

So it need come as no surprise
that Lin Piao, like other represent
atives of historically declining ex
ploiting classes, should have blared

forth the Confucian "self-restraint
and return to the rites" in his
drive to usurp Party leadership and
restore capitalism.

"lyr ORE than two thousand years
ItX ago^ when Confucius roamed
all his life from state to state to
create public opinion for a return
to the slave system of the Western
Chou dynasty, this was his pro
gram for restoration. Aping him,
the present-day renegade and
traitor Lin Piao hoisted the same
sinister banner to restore capital
ism and flung himself desperately
into a trial of strength with the
proletariat. Lin Piao was an out-
and-out disciple of Confucius. He
not only thought in much the same
way. He often used his master's
very words.

Were it possible for the long-
dead Confucius to know that such
a "super" disciple as Lin Piao had
appeared 24 centuries later, he
would certainly be crazed with joy
and cry out, "Veritably 'tis my dis
ciple." It would be something like
his saying in the ATwlects, "I have
heard his words though 1 have not
seen the man."

Ideologically Lin Piao and Con
fucius belonged to the same stream
and were in close harmony. Politi
cally both of them were reaction
aries who dealt in restoration and

retrogression and went counter to
the courae of history.

Chairman Mao says: "Retrogres
sion eventually produces the re
verse of what its promoters intend.
There is no exception to this rule
either in modern or in ancient

times, in China or elsewhere."

Confucius' attempts to push history
back did not save the slave system
from collapse. He finished a
wandering failure "weary as a
homeless cur" and took his petri
fied brain, so stubbornly bent on
restoring the slave system, down to
the grave for his rendezvous with
the long-departed Duke of Chou.
No more did Lin Piao realize his
dream of restoring capitalism and
setting up a feudal, comprador and
fascist dynasty. Instead, he perish
ed shamefully, trailing the tattered
banner of "self-restraint and

return to the rites" to prostrate
himself before this Confucius. For

all forces of restoration, such an
end is inevitable, v
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Confucius-A Thinker Who

Stubborn!/ Upheld
the Slave System

YANG JUNG-KUO

WHAT manner of man was
Confucius, revered by the

reactionary ruling class as a "sage"
for more than 2,000 years?

Lenin pointed out: "The categor
ical requirement of Marxist theory
in investigating any social question
is that it be examined within
definite historical limits." (The
Right of Nations to Self-Determina-
tion.) To analyze Confucius from
the historical-materialist view

point, one must place him in the
context of the class struggle of his
time and see what class: stand he

took and which class interests his

ideology served.

Confucius' Political Stand

Born in the State of Lu, Con
fucius (551-479 B.C.) was a scion of
the declining slave-owning clan
aristocracy of the Shang dynasty
(c. 16th century-llth century B.C.).
He himself lived in the later part
of the Spring and Autumn period
(770-475 B.C.). Owing to ruthless
exploitation and oppression by the
slaveowners, the slaves then were
constantly rising in resistance.
Here are instances. Slaves building
city walls in the State of Chen
staged an uprising in 550 B.C.
Slaves of the royal household of
Chou (mostly handicraftsmen) re
belled in 520 B.C. Handicraft

slaves of the State of Wei encircled

and attacked Duke Chuang of Wei

YANG JUNG-KUO is head of the
Department of Philosophy in Chungshan
University, Canton.

in 478 B.C. and eight years later
drove Marquis Cheh put of the
country. Acts of resistance by the
slaves, from fleeing from bondage
to rising in arms, shook the rule of
the slave-owning aristocracy to its
foundations while the slave system
tottered and the burgeoning feudal
forces were on the rise. So the

main class contradiction and class

struggles of that time were the
struggle between slaves and slave
owners and between the rising
landlord class and the declining
slave-owning aristocracy.

On which side did Confucius

stand? The question may be an
swered by the examples below.

Under the impact of the class
struggle then being waged by the
slaves and other sections of the

population, changes began to take
place in the system of land owner
ship. In the Shang dynasty and
Western Chou dynasty (c. 11th
century-770 B.C.) when the slave
system prevailed, all land in the
country was crown-land, the prop
erty of the Son of Heaven (royal
household) — the biggest and the
chief among the slave-owning
aristocrats. The dukes (ducal house
holds), ching (ministers), ta fu
(senior officials) and lesser slave
owners had land allotted or
bestowed for their use, but did not
own it. It was, therefore, called
"public land". By the middle of
the Spring and Autumn period,
some of the newly emerging feudal
landlords had grown strong enough

to reclaim more and more land

which thereafter became private
and might also be bought and sold.
The royal and ducal households re
fused at first to sanction such pri
vate land but were later compelled
to levy a tax on it in order to solve
financial difficulties. Thus feudal

private ownership of land came to
be recognized. The State of Lu
where Confucius grew up started
collecting a land tax in 594 B.C. As
far as land ownership was concern
ed, this marked the transformation
from the slave to the feudal

system. From this there emerged
new relations of production, with
the appearance of landlords,
tenants and land-holding peasants
who came from among the com
moners. Individual economy began
to develop.

Representing the newly rising
forces in the State of liu were the

three families, the House of Chisun,
the House of Mengsun and the
House of Shusun. In 562 B.C. they
divided part of the land under the
ducal household into three shares,
each taking one. The Chisuns
adopted a new system — the collec
tion of land tax. Twenty-five years
later, the three families made a
further division of the ducal land,
this time into four shares. Follow

ing the example of the Chisuns, the
Mengsuns and Shusuns also switch
ed to the land tax system and
thus changed the relations of pro
duction. This was an offensive

launched by the developing feudal
system against the collapsing slave
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system, and as such was a progres
sive action.

What was Confucius' attitude to

this?

He held that the Chisun, Meng-
sun and Shusun families, being

slaveowners and senior officials,

had overstepped their authority
and were undermining the tradi
tional slave system that had ex
isted since the Shang dynasty,

and that this was intolerable.

Therefore, he did all in his power

to weaken the influence of the

three families so as to uphold the
rule of the slave-owning ducal
household of the State of Lu.

Confucius' disciple Jan Chiu had
helped the Chisuns carry out the
reforms. Enraged, Confucius de
nounced him as betraying the

"code of the Duke of Chou", that

is, the rules and regulations of the
slave society. (The 11th year of
Duke Ai, Tso Chuan or Tso Com

mentary.) He disclaimed Jan Chiu
as a disciple and urged the others
to "beat the drum and set upon
him", that is, to surround and
attack Jan Chiu. ("Hsien Chin",

The Analects of Confucius, here

after abbreviated as Analects.)

Which system did Confucius
uphold and which did he oppose?
Is it not .clear?

There was a similar situation in

the State of Chi. Tien Cheng-tzu

(as Tien and Chen Were the same

family name in ancient China, he
was also called Chen Cheng-tzu)

was a representative of that state's
newly rising forces. To oppose the
decaying slave-owning aristocracy
that ruled Chi at that time, he

won over the people by using

a big dou (a Chinese unit of dry
measure) to lend out grain and a

small dou to measure its repay

ment. Eventually, in 485 B.C., he
killed Duke Chien, chieftain of the

slave-owning aristocrats in Chi.
Confucius was dead against this

and pressed Duke Ai of Lu to send
a punitive expedition against Tien
Cheng-tzu. Duke Ai flinched.

knowing that he would not win

against the State of Chi.

The third instance: Confucius

opposed the casting of tripods

inscribed with laws.

Owing to frequent resistance by

the slaves and the emergence of
the feudal forces, the slave system
could then no longer be preserved

by the "rule of rites", so it had to
be repaced by the "rule of law".

The rites under the slave system
were in fact stipulations of the
relative rank or status of slave

owners and slaves. The ̂  slave
owners ruled over the sla^^s and
their will was law. They could

oppress, exploit and even kiU
slaves at will. From the slaves,

absolute obedience was required;

they were not allowed to resist.
This was the "riile of rites". But
the slaves were most disobedient,

and in fact already resisting every
where. Some persons who saw
this trend and were inclined to

ward progress realized the neces
sity of changing the old methods
of rule. Some provisions of law,
they maintained, must be drawn
up to govern the relations between
aristocrats and slaves and put

certain restrictions on slave

owners. These provisions, called
the "penal code", then used to be
inscribed on tripods for everybody

to see. The process was called
"casting penal tripods". And the
code later developed into the law
— part of the superstructure in
feudal society. Later the "rule of
law" was advocated by the
Legalists, representing the newly
rising feudal forces.

Confucius was firmly opposed to

this. When word came that an

iron penal tripod had been cast in
the State of Tsin in 513 B.C., he

furiously disapproved. If aristo
crats were mixed with slaves, he

commented, how could they dis

play their dignity and greatness?
All difference between the noble

and the lower orders would vanish

and what then would remain of a

state based on slavery? (The 29th

year of Duke Chao, Tso .Com

mentary.)

The fourth instance: Confucius

killed Shaocheng Mou.

All his life Confucius wanted to

be an official to put his entire bag
of reactionary political ideas into
practice. But not until 497 B.C.

did he become minister of justice
and acting prime minister of the
State: of Lu, and that was for only
three months. Seven days after
coming into office, he arrested and

executed Shaocheng Mou, a noted

reformer in the State of Lu.

The situation was that during
the Spring and Autumn period and
the Warring States period (475-
221 B.C.) a "hundred schools of
thought" were contending. Ide

ologists representing different

classes founded their own schools

of thought and debated with each
other. Both Shaocheng Mou and

Confucius took in disciples and
lectured in the State of Lu but

their two schools of thought were

, diametrically opposed. The killing
of Shaocheng Mou by Confucius
was in fact a manifestation of the

class struggle at that time. Let us
see how Confucius formulated the

crimes of Shaocheng Mou. ("Yu

Tso" in Hsun Tzu.)

Confucius contended that those

guilty of one of the following
should be put to death.

1. Those prone to take venture
some actions because they are ac
quainted with the changes in an
cient and modern times and under

stand the development of things;

2. Those who do not follow the

orthodox way prescribed by the
slave system, but obdurately take
the road of so-called reform;

3. Those who glibly give rea
sons for such reform;

4. Those who know a lot of the

decadent and unstable phenomena

under the rule of the slave system;

5. Those who make opposition

to the slave system sound uprignt
and just.
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Shaocheng Mou, said Confucius,;

was guilty of all these things and
therefore must be executed. Bas

ing himself on these five charges,

Confucius pronounced the accused
guilty on the following coimts:

1. Gathering a crowd to form
an association;

2. Propagating heretical views;

3. Confusing right and wrong.

" The reforms advocated by Shao

cheng Mou were in accordance
with the historical development of
the time and the people's aspira
tions. When Shaocheng Mou was
killed by Confucius, even Tzu-
kung — one of Confucius' disciples
— had doubts lest it be wrong.

Shaocheng Mou was loved an'd
respected by the people of his day
who praised him as an outstanding
person.

These instances are enough to

show that Confucius stood obsti

nately on the side of the declining
slave system and stubbornly op
posed the reforms demanded by
the newly; rising system of
feudalism.

In the Spring and Autumn
period, 52 slave states had become
extinct and the system of slavery
was disintegrating from day to day.
In these circumstances Confucius

put forward the political slogan:
"Revive states that are extinct,

restore families that have lost their

positions, and call to office those
who have fallen into obscurity."

("Yao Yueh", Analects.) What he
wanted was to resurrect slave

states that had already been de
stroyed, restore the ruling author
ity of the slave-owning aristo
cracy and turn the reins of govern
ment back to slave-owning aristo

crats who had already gone down.
This was an out-and-out reaction

ary political slogan for restoration
of the old order. But Confucius

took it as "his duty", vowing to
work for its realization "until his

dying day". The masses despised
him and a door-keeper denounced
him as a reactionary going against

the times. ("One who knows the

trends cannot be turned back and

still wants to do it." "Hsien Wen",

Analects.) Confucius and his disci
ples in attendance went preaching

everywhere and were besieged and
attacked by the masses in some

places, so they had to turn tail like
"homeless curs". This was a

punishment which Confucius, who

stood with reaction, deserved.

Confucius' Idea of

^Benevolence*

The core of Confucius' thought
was Jen or "benevolence", a term

which originated in the ideology of
the slave-owning class of the
Shang and Western Chou dynasties.

This "benevolence" was advocat

ed by the slave-owning rulers of
the Shang and Western Chou
dynasties to consolidate unity
within the slave-owning class cind
the rule of the slave-owning aristo
cracy. The Chinese character Jen
has been found by archaeologists on
ancient oracle bones. The slave

owners promoted this concept be
cause they wanted to build up
affinity and unity among members
of their own class. At the same

time, they wanted to hoodwink the
enslaved laboring people, make
them obey to the rulers and never
resist. ("The people cherish only
him who is benevolent". Part 3 of
Tai Chia in "The Books of Shang",

The Book of History.) Didn't the
Duke of Chou —the "sage" whom
Confucius worshipped — declare
himself benevolent and obedient to

his ancestors? (Chin Teng in "The
Books of Chou", The Book of
History.) From their point of view,
if all members of the slave-owning

class loved one another and follow

ed the ways of their clan ancestors,
the rule of the slave-owning aris
tocrats could be consolidated.
Therefore, they concluded that
"benevolence among relatives" was
"a treasure". ("Tan Kung", The
Book of Rites.) This shows the
tremendous importance the slave
owners attached to this Jen or
"benevolence".

Confucius made a systematic
genercdization of the concept and

elaborated upon it. In his inter-,
pretation, "benevolence" included

filial piety (Hsiao), brotherly duty
(Ti), loyalty (Chung), forbearance
(Shu), the rectification of titles

(Cheng Ming), virtue (Teh) and
wisdom (Chih). Analysis of the con
tent of these elements shows whose

class interests the Confucian ide

ology served.

Confucius concluded that "filial

piety" and "brotherly duty" were
the fundamentals of "benevolence".

Why? Because ancient slave
society was ruled by the clan
aristocracy. The slaveowners as a
ruling class belonged to the same
clan and had common ancestors.

Confucius thought the sharp con
tradictions and strife then prevail
ing among the slaveowners would
lead to the collapse of their class
rule. Therefore, he preached that
if all the slaveowners showed

filial respect toward their ancestors
and parents, the slaveowners
would be united vertically. And

by "brotherly duty" he meant
mutual affection and love among

brothers, which would unite the
slaveowners horizontally. With
the slaveowners united both ver

tically and horizontally, there
would be no revolt against rulers
and the rule^ of the slave-owning

clan aristocracy could be more
secure. At the same time, the

prevalence of "filial piety" and
"brotherly duty" among the slave
owners would influence the slaves

to incline to kindness. ("The
morality of the people would in
cline to kindness", "Hsueh Erh",
Analects.) What was meant was
their complete submission to the
rule of the slaveowners.

"Loyalty" and "forbearance" as
preached by Confucius w6re meant
entirely to serve the slaveowners'
interests. His "loyalty" was that of
the slaves to their owners, of high
officials and vassals to the dukes,

and of the dukes to the monarch
of Chou — its aim was to consoli
date the rule of slaveowners at all
levels. In expounding "forbear
ance", Confucius said: "Don't do
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unto others what you don't want
others to do unto you." ("Yen
Yuan", Analects.) Such forbear
ance was intended to be shown

only toward the declining slave
owners, never toward the slaves.
A scion of the run-down slave-

owning aristocracy, Confucius was
obliged when young to do what
were considered mean jobs such as
managing granaries and livestock.
Thus he could be very sympathetic
to persons of his own station. He
was against demanding too much
of the declining slaveowners in
the way of qualifications. ("Do not
expect one man to be capable of
everything", "Wei Tzu", Analects.)
They should not be abandoned, he
said, as long as they had done
nothing seriously wrong. Among
the slaveowners, "old friends
should not be neglected". They
should unite as one to prevent the
slaves from rebelling.

As mentioned above, the Spring
and Autumn period was an era of
great changes, in which the new
feudal forces were rising to power,
like the House of Chisun in the

State of Lu and that of Tien in the

State of Chi. These forces attacked

the reactionary rule of the slave-
owning aristocracy; they changed
the previous relations of produc
tion and wrecked the "rule of rites"

as practiced under the system of
slavery. These forces, according to
Confucius, were not following the
way of "benevolence" because they
had failed to suppress their desires
and restrain their actions. He

dished up the method known since
the Shang and Western Chou
dynasties — "self-restraint and re
turn to the rites". ("Confucius dec
lared: The ancient record says that
benevolence is to restrain oneself

and return to the rites." Tso Com

mentary.) Confucius told his
disciple Yen Yuan: "Once self-
restraint and return to the rites

are achieved, all under Heaven
will submit to the benevolent

ruler." If only the slaveowners
could all control their desires and

actions and return to the "rule of

rites", the slaves would meekly
submit to their rule. This was

phrased as "all under Heaven will
submit to the benevolent ruler".

As a result, the rule of the
slaveowners could be consolidated

and prolonged.

Therefore, Confucius clamored
for the "rectification of titles".

("Tzu Lu", Analects.)

What did he mean by "rectifying
titles"? He meant using subjective
concepts to define and delimit
objective realities.

He did this because, under the
savage rule of the slaveowners,
frequent slave uprisings, the rise of
the emerging feudal forces and the
continuous changes in the relations
of production had brought serious
disorder to slave society ("the rites
decayed and music was ruined").
Political and military orders could
not be issued by the supreme: ruler
of the slaveowners — the monarch

of Chou. Nor was the power of the
dukes of the various states stable;
in some it fell into the hands of

high officials and vassals. On the
other hand, people like Shaocheng
Mou were rallying the people to
assemble and freely form associa
tions and criticize those in author

ity. The situation was: "the king
is not a king, the minister not
a minister, the father not a father
and the son not a son." If this state

of affairs continued, what would
things come to? So Confucius re
solved to use the subjective con
cepts of the slave-owning class
dating from the Shang and Western
Chou dynasties to define and deli
mit the changing social realities.
He hoped by this method to restore
the previous order — "The king is
a king, the minister a minister,
the father a father and the son a

son" — in a vain attempt to prop
up the collapsing rule of the slave-
owning aristocracy.

With this in mind, it was said,
he wrote a history of his time
called The Spring and Autumn
Annals. According to Mencius, the
book struck all "rebellious minis

ters and villains" with terror. This

was because, proceeding from the
concept of the rectification of titles,
Confucius tried to reverse the

realities of a changing society
and restore the old order. Mencius

extolled Confucius as a man who

wrote The Spring and Autumn
Annals to rectify the confusion in
concepts and titles, thereby exer
cising the supreme authority on
behalf of the monarch of Chou,
that is, consolidating the rule of
the slave system. Hence, said

Mencius, this was a matter of ex
ceptional importance and worth
recording at length. '("Duke Wen
of Teng", Part 2, Meng Tzu or
Mencius.)

In fact, this was nothing but
another instance of the diehard

stand taken by Cpnfucius,

This was also the purpose
of the "benevolence" Confucius

advocated.

Confucius spoke of "virtue" or
"governing by means of virtue" —
but this did not mean virtuous gov
ernment in relation to the enslav

ed laboring people, because it was
to be applied only within the
slave-owning class. Only punish
ment was to be applied to the
enslaved laboring people. Using
the whip to deal with the laboring
people — this was the slave
owners' "government by virtue"!

Confucius held that "benevo

lence" included "wisdom" — that

is, knowledge. He made great
efforts to spread the notion that
"only the highest who are the wise
and the lowest who are the stupid
cannot be changed". ("Yang Huo",
Analects.) In other words, the
"sages" of the slaveowners were
high-grade geniuses while the
slaves were nothing but low-grade
menials. The one was endowed

with absolute wisdom, the other
with absolute stupidity; these two
classes could not be changed under
any circumstances. But where did
the knowledge of these talents or
geniuses come from? Confucius an
swered: "Those born with knowl

edge rank highest" among men.
("Chi Shih", Analects.) The knowl
edge of a "sage", he held, was the
gift of Heaven and did not come
from practice. Thus brazenly did
Confucius propound the idealist
theory of apriorism and the reac
tionary fallacy that "heroes are the
makers of history".

Therefore Confucius despised
productive labor. When his dis
ciple Fan Chih wanted to learn
something about farm labor, he
flew into a rage. This was some
thing done by slaves, he declared,
and he wouldn't have anything to
do with it. Then he abused Fan
Chih, calling him a "mean person".

(Continued on p. 42)
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Liberal arts students leave Peking University for field projects. They spend one-third of their
study year in factories and communes learning from the workers and poor and lower-middle peasants.

PEKING UNIVERSITY'S FIRST

WORKER-PEASANT-SOLDIER GRADUATES

During the cultural revolution Chairman Mao
said, "Students should be selected from among

workers and peasants with practical experience, and
they should return to production after a few years'
study."

In line with this principle, Peking University
scrapped the enrollment procedures which had accom
panied its old revisionist system of education and
adopted new ones. Under them, workers or peasants
who apply for admission to college are discussed by
their colleagues in their places of work, who recom
mend those they think most suitable. Leaders of these

units must then give their approval and the final
decision of acceptance is made by the university.

The first group of 2,300 students chosen from
among workers, peasants and soldiers graduated:in
January 1974 after three and a half years of study.
Most of them returned to work in the places they
came from. A few have been assigned new jobs.

Throughout their college years education in class
struggle was an important part of their schooling.
They studied hard the works by Marx, Engels, Lenin
and Stalin and by Chairman Mao, were active in
the criticism of Lin Piao and Confucius and in other
political movements. Besides studying, they Jiad a say
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in running the school and helped to transform it with
Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought. They have
proved themselves a dynamic force in the revolution
in education.

Students of liberal arts and foreign languages
took society as their workshop. In the three years,
they went to 160 work places — factories, mines, com
munes, army units, stores, other related units — to
join in the work.and make social investigations. They
wrote altogether 1,500 articles for newspapers and
magazines and published 30 books." Philosophy
students, helped by their teachers, worked collectively
on a new 300,000-word annotated edition of the Ana
lects of Confucius, complete with critical and explana
tory notes. Their work has made a contribution to
the nationwide movement to criticize Lin Piao and
Confucius.

For students of science the university set upr seven
factories on campus and established links with 65
factories outside. They were thus able to get their
education in a new structure which combines teach

ing, research and labor in production. Students major
ing in electronic computers took part in the develop
ment of China's first integrated-circuit electronic com
puter capable of performing 1,000,000 operations per
second. Some contributed valuable ideas for perfect
ing the product. This was a radical change from the
old ways where students only learned theories from
books.

Instead of writing graduation papers, students en
gaged in 3 or 4 months of "pre-graduation practice".
That for science students involved 389 separate proj
ects. Work on quite a number of them measured up
to the coimtry's advanced levels.

A Critical Reference on Confucius
PHILOSOPHY students at Pe-

king University for their pre-
graduation practice compiled a
new edition of the Analects of

Confucius with their own annota

tions. This new Annotated Ana

lects is to be j published by the
Chunghua Publishing House.

Analects is a collection of the

sayings and deeds of Confucius
(551-479 B.C.) compiled by his fol
lowers after his death. It is a rep
resentative work of his thinking,
revered by reactionary rulers
through the ages as the "canon of
the sage". There had been several
hundred different annotated edi

tions of the book in the last 2,000
years, some of which had been
translated into foreign languages.

Before the cultural revolution,
under the revisionist line of educa

tion, philosophy students got their
education mainly by attending
lectures on abstract theories and

formal logic. But since the revolu
tion in education began, students
have made the works by Marx,
Engels, Lenin and Stalin and by
Chairman Mao the basis of their

study and combined theoretical
studies with social investigation
and with direct participation in
class struggle and the two-line
struggle.

When the nation launched a

campaign to expose and criticize
the counter-revolutionary crimes
of Lin Piao, the students left their

classrooms and went to factories

and communes to join the workers
and peasants in their criticism
movement. They applied what
they had learned — the Marxist-
Leninist theory of knowledge and
dialectical and historical material

ism— to criticize Lin Piao's at

tempt to overthrow the dictator
ship of the proletariat and restore
capitalism, and his idealist phi
losophy, which was the theoretical
basis of his revisionist practice.

In the course of this criticism

the students began to see that Lin
Piao was actually a faithful fol
lower of Confucius and Mencius.

Confucius had opposed social rev
olution and advocated a return to

the old ways in order to revive the
disintegrating slave system. Men
cius (390-305 B.C.), a student of
Confucius' grandson, was a prin
cipal exponent of the Confucian
school of thinking. Yet Lin Piao
had called this thinking "the
source of the Chinese culture".

It became clear to the students

that it was from Confucius that

Lin Piao drew his ideas — his

political program for counter-rev
olution, his idealist ideology, his
propensity for double-dealing and
recruitment of diehard conspira
tors, and his decadent philosophy
of life. The roots of all these can

be found in Analects. To help him
in his attempt to usurp power in
the Party, Lin Piao picked dozens

of sayings from the book as his
mottoes, even copying some on
scrolls and putting them up on the
walls of his room.

Analects was written in classical

Chinese hard for most people to
understand. During a study ses
sion last September some students
proposed writing explanatory
notes for the book for everyone to
use in the criticism of Lin Piao and

Confucius.

"We mustn't just explain it,"
said one. "Let's make a critical

analysis of aU the sayings in the
book. This has never been done

before, but we will do it using
Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung
Thought. This will completely up
set views that have existed for two

thousand years."

The whole class supported the
idea. Leaders of the school Party
organization gave their backing
and assigned teachers to help them.

When one professor, long steep-"
ed in the doctrines of Confucius

and Mencius, heard about the
project, he said, "You can explain
Analects, but you must not criti
cize it."

"And why not?" asked the stu
dents. "Why can't we criticize
thinking that is reactionary, that
goes against the march of history?
There might have been people who
dared not criticize it, or even ex-
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plain some of the sayings. But we
college students from the workers,
peasants and soldiers are studying
in order to serve the proletariat.
We're not just going to explain
them, we're going to criticize
them."

Guided by their teachers, the
students read up a lot of history
and selected the most representa
tive ideas for criticism. In six

small groups, they first studied
works by Marx, Engels, Lenin and
Stalin, and writings of Chairman
Mao. Then they went over
Analects chapter by chapter, say
ing by saying, discussing, ana
lyzing, then writing down their
criticism. The first draft of their

200,000-word annotations was
finished in a month. They made
mimeographed copies and took
them to factories and communes,
read them out to workers and

peasants and asked for their
opinions.

They got a warm response. "Now
we have college students who
speak our own language," said the
workers. "We'll work together with
you to make this thing sharper and
more to the point." They gathered
a great number of valuable sugges
tions which helped make the an

notations more accurate, easier to
understand and sharper as an ideo
logical weapon.

An old peasant from the Red
Star commune on the outskirts of

Peking said to the students, "You
should speak for us when you criti
cize Lin Piao and Confucius. Be

hard on them, hate them as we
hate the landlord elements in our

village."

Workers at the Peking Special
Steel Company reminded them,
"You cannot hit the nail on the

head if you only criticize Confu
cius' world outlook, reactionary as
it was. You must expose his politi
cal motive, which was downright
counter-revolutionary."

Back in the school, the groups
talked about their experience and
what they had gained in ideologi
cal understanding. They discussed
the opinions of the workers, peas
ants and soldiers and saw better

how to make their criticism deep
and thoroughgoing: they had to
take the proletarian standpoint and
use class analysis to show that
when advocating a return to the
old rites Confucius was actually
being the arch defender of the
slaveowners' rule, which was
breaking up. This was the way to

Philosophy students ask workers at the Capital Iron and Steel Plant
lor suggestions on their annotations of the Confucian "Analects".

n n T C-:

unveil the reactionary essence Pf
his entire system of thinking.

I

For example, Confucius said,
"Review the old and you will know
the new. Then you can be the
teacher." Past annotators explain
ed this as a method of study and
did not touch its political implica
tions. The worker-peasant-soldier
students maintained that Confu

cius, with a reactionary political
motive, lauded old things as the
most perfect of things. Those who
stuck to old rules and conventions,
he said, was the wisest. They saw
this as Confucius' bid to revive the

old, because he hankered after the
slaveowners' rule of the Western

Chou dynasty and was pleading for
its restoration.

Even as a method of study this
saying goes against the Marxist-
Leninist idea that knowledge comes
from practice. Chairman Mao ad
vocates destroying the old and
establishing the new, laying more
stress on the present than the past,
weeding through the old to bring
forth the new, and when taking
over the historical and cultural

legacy, doing so critically. Confu
cian thinking is exactly the oppo
site of Mao Tsetung Thought. The
students' analysis and criticism,
based on true historical facts, laid
bare the essentially reactionary
nature of Confucian thinking.

They came upon some tough
knots. For example, in answer to
his student Tzu Lu's question on
how to run a country, Confucius
said four words, "First do, (then)
make (them) labor." Students and
teachers first looked up more than
a dozen different editions of An
notated Analects to see how they
interpreted this saying, then spent
several days discussing its mean
ing. Quite a few of the past ex
planations said the four words
meant for Confucius himself or
the slaveowners to do labor first to

set an example, and then make the
slaves labor. This kind of explana
tion showed Confucius and the
slaveowners as very enlightened
individuals. But actually an old
peasant of his time had described
Confucius as a person "whose four
limbs do not toil and who cannot
distinguish between the five kinds
of grain" ("Wei Tzu", Analects).
When his student Fan Chih asked
him how to grow cropS; Confucius
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called him a "mean person" of no
promise.

With help from young teachers
the students looked through quan
tities of materials and discovered

an explanation by one Kung An-
kuo of the Western Han dynasty
(206 B.C.-A.D. 24) who was a
staunch supporter of Confucius.
Kung wrote that these words meant
to first enlighten the ordinary peo
ple with virtue (naturally virtue as
required by the slaveowners of the
Chou dynasty) and convince them,
and then make them labor. This

revealed Confucius' insidious

tactics in enslaving the people. The

explanation as it now appears,
"The rulers first enslave the work

ing people's minds and then order
them to labor", is in keeping with
the Confucian ideology.

Much of Lin Piao's thinking was
along the same lines as that of Con
fucius. For example, Confucius
said in Analects, "The common
people should be directed to do
things but not made to comprehend
them." In other words, the working
people were fit only to be ordered
about and should never be allowed

to know the whys and wherefores
of anything. Lin Piao had said,
"Carry them (directives) out if you

comprehend them. Carry them out
even if you don't comprehend
them." Both advocated a policy of
keeping the people in ignorance.

Professor Feng Yu-lan, who has
long made the history of Chinese
philosophy his special field, points
out that "annotators of the past
attempted only explanations or
commentaries, and in most cases
these extolled the thinking of Con
fucius and Mencius. Now the

worker-peasant-soldier students
are analyzing it with Marxism-
Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought,
something unheard of under the
old system of education".

College Student from the Peosonts
T AI TI-FU, a biology major,

came from a poor peasant
family in Kiangsi province.

Graduating from middle school
in 1965 at the age.of 20, he return
ed to his native home, the Lo-ao

commune in Yutu county, full of
eagerness to take part in farming
and help create a new socialist

countryside in his mountain home.
Working with experienced peas
ants, he did his best to apply what
scientific knowledge he had learn
ed in school to improving the soil,
breeding good strains of seed, re
forming methods of cultivation and
building irrigation works. All this
helped raise production. After
work he joined the poor and lower-
middle peasants in the study of
Chairman Mao's works or taught
them to read and write.

In 1968 Lai was elected a vice-

chairman of the commune revolu

tionary committee. As a leader he

devoted special effort to helping
brigades whose production was
lagging behind. He went to one
such brigade and joined the mem
bers in their day-to-day work to
try to discover problems. With his
help this brigade raised its yield
per hectare from 4,500 to 7,590 kg.

While going about his work Lai
felt more and more that what he

had learned in middle school was

far from enough for his task. He

Aa experiment helps Lai Tl-fu (right) check his practical experience with theory.

longed for a chance to get more
scientific and technical knowledge.
One year following the experience
of some old peasants he worked
out a new method for nursing rice
seedlings. Raised in dry fields,
these seedlings could be trans
planted earlier and did not have a
chance to rot. After transplanting
they had a higher rate of survival,
grew faster and resulted in a sub
stantial rise in output. When peo
ple from other places came to
learn the new method, Lai and the

peasants were only able to explain
how they did it but not why the
method was successful.

Wouldn't it be good if he could
understand his practical experience
in terms of theory, and then use it
to guide production better? If only
he could go to college for several
years. . .

In 1970 representatives from Pe
king University came to Yutu
county to enroll students. When
Lai found out there was an agricul
tural biology department, he went
and put his name down. At a mass
meeting, the commune members
unanimously recommended him for
college. Commune and county
leaders approved of the choice and
the university accepted him.
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Before he left for Peking the
commune Party committee and the
poor and lower-middle peasants
presented him with a bottle of
water and a rain hat. The water

was drawn from the well Chairman

Mao and the local peasants dug
together forty years ago when the
area was an early revolutionary
base. The rain hat was bought in
Changkang township where Chair
man Mao had conducted social in

vestigations in those days.

"When you drink this water,
don't forget the well-diggers," they
said to him. "Carry on the revolu
tionary tradition of hard struggle
in your studies, so that you can
come back and serve the people
better."

Lai Ti-fu never forgot these
words while in college. He work
ed hard at mastering scientific
theory and often went to the coun
tryside around Peking to make in
vestigations. He kept in close touch
with the leaders in his own county
and commune, wrote them about
the theory he had learned and took
their production problems to his
classmates and teachers for discus

sion.

In the course on plant cultiva
tion, he brought up the problem of
empty grains on the late rice. The
class discussed it at length, espe

cially from the theoretical point of
view. They finally nailed down the
cause and suggested ways to im
prove the situation. He wrote back
home about it and later learned

that the information had actually
helped raise the yield of late rice
that year.

His own experience gathered in
farm production proved valuable
in the school's revolution in educa

tion. Because he knew all about

soils in his home village, he was
able to give some useful and prac
tical views on soil improvement
for use in the teaching material for
the course on soils.

After three years of study Lai
Ti-fu, much better grounded in
theory, was better able to solve
practical problems.

When the biology students were
selecting topics for their pre-
graduation practice, they learned
that the cotton-producing Chiliying
commune in Honan province was
often plagued by aphides. A se
rious attack could cause the com

mune a loss of 450 to 525 kg. of
ginned cotton per hectare. Lai Ti-
fu knew exactly how the commune
members felt about this. He and

three of his classmates asked to do

their pre-graduation practice at
Chiliying — to learn how cotton
aphides grow and propagate, and

find out how to prevent and elim'i-
nate them.

)

Lai and his classmates spent al
most 50 days in the fields making
observations. During that summer
of sultry days and sudden showers,
Lai would lie on his back under the

cotton plants for hours to watch the
hundreds of aphides on the under
side of a leaf. He would emerge
soaked with sweat and covered

with the tiny insects. It was a
radical departure from writing
graduation thesis in the library or
study rooms.

Combining their observation
with the theory they had learned,
Lai and his classmates were able

to give a clear account of the life
cycle of cotton aphides in the hot
test days and to prove that the in
sects continue to propagate at tem
peratures above 25° C. and hu
midity above 75 percent. This dis
covery overthrew the established
idea that cotton aphides die out
naturally in summer heat. It gave
the peasants a better idea on how
to improve field management. The
four college students then tested 40
different insecticides and found

the most effective ones for elimi

nating the pests. Their pre-gradua
tion practice contributed directly to
a bigger cotton harvest at Chiliying
and made the poor and lower-
middle peasants there very happy.

Students' Research Benefits Industry
At a symposium on petrochemi

cal science sponsored by the
Ministry of Fuel and Chemical In
dustries last winter, a representa
tive from the Peking University
chemistry department read several
papers on a new catalyst, the Y-
type molecular sieve. Written by
the university's worker-peasant-
soldier students, the papers im
pressed the people at the meeting.

Chemistry teaching at Peking
University before the cultural rev
olution made no attempt to relate
theory to the country's production.
Almost all the topics of the 13
graduation theses by catalytical
chemistry majors in the 1963 class
were selected from foreign litera-
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Economic students deepen their understanding of political economy by discuss
ing commodity prices with workers at the Tungfanghung Clothing Factory.

ture. Students wrote theses either

for the sole purpose of meeting a
requirement for graduation or did
it in the hope of making a name

for themselves.

The 14 papers submitted by the
first group of worker-peasant-
soldier graduates in catalytical
chemistry were the results of ex
periments made in their 4-month
pre-grad practice. Eight were re
search projects assigned by gov
ernment departments, six concern

ed actual problems in production.

Twenty-six-year-old armyman

Yao Chia-tsai and three other

students who were workers in

chemical plants formed a group to

do a project given to the school by
the Ministry of Fuel and Chemical
Industries — to determine the best

degree of ion exchange of the Y-
type zeolite molecular sieve con
taining rare earth ions, and to in
vestigate the basic theory involved.
The RE — H — Y type molecular

sieve is a new catalyst being deve
loped by the petroleum industry
for improving refining properties.
The object of the research was to
find a composition for the catalyst

using a suitable amount of rare

earth and providing the best

catalytic activity and stability.

After their 3-year college course

the students were well-equipped to

undertake the project. It had in

cluded basic cdurses in chemistry

and special courses related to cat

alytical chemistry. The texts they

used had been closely related to

actual production in China. They

had had their classes on theory in

chemical plants, where they took

part in production and could
apply on the spot what they

learned.

Drawing on their practical ex

perience, the students dared to
break away from conventional pro

cedures and try new ones. For

example, for these experiments

most research units had always

used a complicated process of cal

cination in a special high-tempera

ture heating unit. Yao and his

classmates reasoned that since

water boils at 100° C. they might

be able to get the same results with

an ordinary drying oven. They

tried and succeeded at 180° C.

In the first three months of the

4-month period, th^ group made
over a hundred experiments using
different amounts of rare earth.

But the catalytic activities were the
same for all of them so they could
not tell which was the best ratio.

Did this mean there was simply no
*'best degree of ion exchange" as
they had hoped? Yet experiments
with different ratios had shown

different acid reactions. This fact,
they reasoned, showed that the
catalytic activity must also differ
and there must be a best degree of
ion exchange.

By then it was only two weeks
till graduation. It seemed almost

impossible to get the necessary re
sult in that short time. The teach

ers offered to carry on with the

experiments after the students

were gone. But the students in

sisted on doing the best they could.

Yao Chia-tsai thought of the
words of his leaders before he left

his outfit, "You will meet difficul

ties in your college studies. Tackle

them as you would an assignment
in war preparedness on the

frontier. Dare to fight and move

forward quickly."

The group tried the experiment

under different conditions. Before

the two weeks were out they were

able to find the best degree of ion

exchange with 45 percent of rare

earth ions. The group then dis

cussed the theoretical basis of the

experiment and wrote papers on

the correspondence between cat

alytic activity and acidity. The

symposium regarded the papers as

a valuable reference.

While in college Yao Chia-tsai

served on the university Commu

nist Party committee. In that ca

pacity he made many criticisms
and constructive proposals helpful

to the revolution in education. Be

fore leaving school he wrote a
20,000-word report giving his views

on how to reform basic courses, on

problems in enrollment and on the
revolution in education in general.
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THE GREEN OASIS AT

FLAMING MOUNTAIN

CHAI HSIN-CHOU

"C'LAMING Mountain rises in

layer upon layer of red sand
stone from the center of the Turfan

Basin in the Sinkiang Uighur Au
tonomous Region. When touched
by the rays of the sun it seems to
burst into flame. In the past
summer temperatures reached
47° C. for the air and 75° at the
earth's surface. Annual rainfall

was only 16 mm., while evapora
tion was 3,600 mm. At least 30
times a year the area was swept by
fierce gales which ,whipped up
clouds of sand. It has therefore

been described as "the Land of

Fire" and "the Great Wind Pass".

Today, at its foot is located the
Five Star People's Commune with
a population of 28,000. To reach it
our car sped along a smooth asphalt
road through the valleys of the
Tienshan Mountains and across

stretches of gobi strewn with sun-
scorched stones. At the commune

our eyes were greeted with broad
shelter belts shading rows of new
Uighur-style houses, grape arbors
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A shelter belt planted by the Five-Star People's
Commune shades a road in the Turfan Basin.

and patches of Kami melons. In
fields crisscrossed by irrigation
channels stood stalks of the white

sorghum for which the locality is
famous, supporting full, round
heads, and Uighur women in their
gay national dress were picking
cotton.

Diverting Snow Water

"In the old days, you know, the
landlords grabbed not only all the
land for themselves, but the water,
too," observed Dawut, vice-secre
tary of the commune's Communist
Party committee as we walked
along a poplar-shaded channel.
"We poor peasants had to pay for
the water we used in our fields and
if you didn't have the money you
could just watch your crop die,"
said Dawut, himself the son of a

poor peasant. Every year about a
third to a half of the local popula
tion had to leave the land and walk

to Urumchi hundreds of kilometers
away looking for just any kind of
work to keep themselves alive.

Land and water returned to the

people of Sinkiang after the libera
tion. Through collective effort they
repaired and expanded the karez
systems created long ago by the
people. These are a series of wells
connected by underground chan
nels sometimes dozens of kilome

ters long which make underground
water available.

As production developed, water
from these wells, not abundant to

CHAI HSIN-CHOU a reporter for
the Sinkiang branch of the Hsinhua News
Agency.
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Cotton fields in the Turfan Basin.

Commune chairman Ruzi Turdi (center) visits a commune member's home.
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A "net" of bushes holds the shifting sand. The Tarran trunk canal passes through a gobi area.



Grape harvest.

Another good wheat crop.
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start with, was no longer sufficient.
As the people looked at the snow-
covered peaks of the Tienshans,
they wondered whether the water
of the melting snows, instead of
seeping away into the desert,
couldn't be channelled to Flaming
Mountain. Their impetus came
with Chairman Mao's 1964 call for

the nation's peasants to learn from
Tachai, the Shansi province pro
duction brigade which is a national
model for transforming nature
through self-reliance and hard
work.

Commune chairman Ruzi Turdi

and a survey team of water con
servation technicians and ex

perienced peasants set out on don
keys, their rations and water
gourds on their backs, to locate the
flows of the melting snow. At the
Tarran Mountain Pass they found
a big flow on its way towards the
gobi area. They decided to build a
canal from this point to the edge
of the commune 50 kilometers

away. Forty kilometers of it would
have to pass through the sandy,
stony gobi area, which as the say
ing goes, holds ̂ vater like a sieve.
The channel would also have to

pass across two riverbeds through
which mountain torrents rushed

every year.

Work began that winter in bitter
cold and howling wind. A con
struction crew of 3,000 commune
members headed by Ruzi Turdi and
Hou Ting-tung, the commune's
Communist Party secretary, turned
the quiet valleys and desolate gobi
into busy worksites. They lived in
dugouts or mountain caves. Drink
ing water and firewood often had
to be brought from 20-30 kilome
ters away by donkey cart.

In summer the gobi was like a
steam-kettle. The stones reached

70 degrees. The builders who
carried them on their shoulders had

to protect their bodies with
sheepskins or burlap bags. The
stones were cemented together for
channels and also for culverts to
carry the water underneath the
two riverbeds.

It took seven years of work in
summer and winter slack seasons

to complete the trunk canal and
40-some kilometers of branch lines.

These and a spiderweb of smaller
channels now spread the waters of

the Tienshan peaks through the
Flaming Mountain area.

"We chose to build this system
without outside help, relying on our
own collective strength. It enabled
us to invest 2,280,000 workdays and
1,030,000 yuan," said Dawut as we
toured the project. "It gives two
and a half times more water and

enabled us to expand the irrigated
area by 2,467 hectares. Now we
grow two crops a year and have
our own orchards and vineyards.
Some production teams have even
started to grow paddy rice."

Green Wall ^

In every village shelter belts of
trees surround the houses and
fields. Old peasants say that the
sandstorms used to be so bad that

they harvested hardly anything
nine years out of ten. Now they
say, "It's like our fields are locked
up in a green safe and we are get
ting good yields." In the half-cen
tury before the liberation, four
villages were buried by encroach
ing sand. Today at the foot of the
walls of the old houses you can still
see where the constantly-moving
sand, like flowing water, has worn
them away.

Afforestation went on at the

same time as building of the canals.
Commime leaders and experienced
peasants made a survey of the wind
passes and flow of the sand. It
was finally decided to plant a
shelter belt 22 meters wide and 5
kilometers long on the sand west
of Lake Yar Nor, where the wind
had the greatest sweep. The work
was done mainly by women and
elderly men, since the strongest
manpower was detailed to the irri
gation work. Even oldsters of 60
or 70 participated as technical ad
visers.

When they started to level the
dunes and dig holes for the trees,
their faces became so swollen from

the driving wind and sand that
they could hardly open their eyes.
But they kept on digging and
dragging the sacks of sand away.

"Our people have been kept in
bondage by the wind and sand too
long," the commune members
said. "This time we're going to
conquer them for good!" And soon
there stood belts of saplings.

At the first big wind sand filled
the pits, broke the ypung trees or
buried them. The people refused
to lose heart, and did the whole
thing over again. This time they
erected a 2-meter-high mud wall
on the windward side.

Over nine years they levelled 109
big dunes and planted 1,500 kilo
meters of shelter belts which pro
tected the roads and fields and en

abled them to create 534 hectares

of new fields.

Our car passed through belt after-
belt until we came to the first one

planted, on the edge of the desert.
Here there were poplar, elm, mul
berry and oleaster trees and
some have already grown to a
height of eight meters. When we
looked back at the shelter belt

from atop a dune outside of it, it
looked like a great green dragon
lying across the storm passage.

Overcoming Harmful Factors

Its below sea-level elevation and

high surrounding mountains that
block moist currents make the Tur-

fan Basin the hottest place in China
in summer. The heat of the sun

becomes trapped in the basin. Tem
peratures rise rapidly, but the hot
air cannot escape the eirea quickly.
When the surface of the soil reaches
temperatures of 70° C., young cot
ton bolls sometimes drop off. The
hot winds often wilt the wheat.

Now that they have water and
have begun to control the sand, the
commune members are experi
menting with crops adapted to hot
weather.

Production team No. 3 of the

Red Star brigade was the first to
set up a science group. From
among strains of wheat that grew
quickly, matured early and gave
high yields, they found one that
ripened before the time of the hot
winds, thus avoiding their damage.

Production team No. 3 of the Five

Star brigade used to have trouble
with a lot of cotton bolls dropping
off. Members of the science group
took turns observing the plants
night and day to try to find out the
reason. They discovered that if
watering was done in the daytime
the water quickly turned into hot
steam which damaged the bolls
and caused them to" drop off. When
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they changed to watering in the
evening they no longer had this
problem.

Now 85 percent of the com
mune's production teams have
their own science groups, and
every team has an experimental
plot. Soil improvement and better
strains made the commune self-

sufficient in grain by 1964. Today,
in addition to adequate supply for
its own members and a portion for
the collective storehouse, the com
mune sells about 1,600 tons a year
to the state. It also markets 650

tons of cotton, 1,000 tons of grapes
and quantities of vegetables, honey,
silkworm cocoons, eggs and draught
animals. It has accumulated a re

serve fund of 2,200,000 yuan.

Better Life

As production expands the
standard of living of the commune
members has risen. Before libera

tion the peasants were impoverish
ed and 90 percent were illiterate.
Now the commune has 17 primary
schools; all school-age children can
go to school. We saw a whitewash
ed primary school surrounded by
trees in every village we passed
through. Many of the elderly
people are going to night school
where they are learning to read
and write the Uighur language in
the new script devised for it.

The commune has a hospital and
every brigade has a clinic. All ex
penses for medical care are cover
ed by the cooperative medical fund,
to which every commune member
pays 2.50 yuan a year.

In many villages a channel of
clear water runs in front of the

rows of new houses. Inside the

homes, built of thick-walled adobe,
it was very cool. In the front
yards, surrounded by a wall of
mud-brick latticework were grape

arbors. Beneath them the owners

take their noontime meal seated on

rugs.

The canals and forest belts are
changing the climate of Flaming
Mountain. In the past tempera
tures often remained above 47° C.

for long periods, but in recent years
the high has been only 46° and it
remained so for only two or three
days. Usually the temperature
is about 40.°

One noon we called at the home

of Abuliz. The 60-year-old com
mune member and his family were
resting in their arbor. They asked
us to take a seat on the rugs and
offered us tea and seedless grapes
plucked fresh from the vine.

Abuliz told us that before lib

eration he had worked year in and
year out for a landlord but never
earned enough to really eat his fill.
He often had to go begging. Like
the rest of the poverty-stricken
Uighur peasants, he lived in a bro
ken-down hut. It was stifling hot
in summer. When the landlord

went up into the mountains to
escape the heat, the only place the
people could go was down into the
dried-up karez wells.

After he began to participate in
collective production following the
liberation, Abuliz, who had been
too poor to marry, did get married.
Now three generations of his
family live together. He, his son
and daughter-in-law work in the
production team while his wife
takes care of the home. One
daughter is in middle school and
another in primary school. Last
year in addition to getting as much
grain, oil, fruit and melons as they
could use from the commune they
also got 1,000 yuan in cash. They
bought new blankets, quilts with
satin covers, new clothing, two
transistor radios, a bicycle and a
sewing machine. "If it weren't for
the new society, I wouldn't have
anything to offer you today,"
Abuliz observed. "I'd still be a
penniless bachelor. It was Chair
man Mao who brought us this
happiness."

This family's standard of living
is not especially unusual among
the commune members. The
changes in their lives have also
taken place for thousands of other
families.

Market day provides a broader
view of the changed life of the
peasants. In the past they went
there barefoot and in rags and
could afford to buy nothing but
bricks of salt. Now they buy a
wide variety of goods — the
younger people on bicycles,
families with children in donkey
carts. Everybody has on his best
clothes, leather shoes and em
broidered caps. They can see films

The commune's agricultural
implements repair shop.

i
The commune hospital.

in the commune's movie house on
market day or at their own produc
tion brigades when the touring film
projection unit comes around. Cul
tural troupes set up by the com
mune or schools often give per
formances under the arbors,
dancing and singing of the people's
new life.
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The Story of the Film 'Fiery Years'

The story takes place in 1962.
The reactionaries abroad are

colluding with those inside China
to whip up a campaign against
communism, against China and
against the people. A certain coun
try which calls itself "socialist"
treacherously imposes an economic
embargo on goods to China. For
Chao Szu-hai, leader of a furnace
team at the Shanghai Steel Plant,
returning home from a national
metallurgical conference in Peking,
the new year editorial of the Peo
ple's Daily coming over the train
public address system underscores
the point: "The path of interna
tional struggle, naturally, is neither
smooth nor straight. Dark clouds
may appear in the skies and storms
may break all of a sudden on the
sea. . . ."

On the train l^e meets a naval
officer who angrily tells him how
that country had proposed setting
up a so-called joint fleet in an
attempt to control China's national
defense. When that plot failed,
they had sold China poor quality
steel passed off as good steel, and
at a very high price. Finally, they
tore up the contract and stopped
the supply altogether in an attempt
to strangle China's shipbuilding
industry and sabotage her naval
construction. ^

A special alloy steel of very rigid
specifications is required for naval
vessels. China had never produced
it before. What was to be done?

Should China submit to the

pressure of these social imperial
ists, abandon principle, abandon
revolution and obey their baton;
or should she persist in carrying
out the revolutionary line advo
cated by Chairman Mao and
develop an independent national
economy through self-reliance and
hard work? The struggle between
these two courses represents a
fierce struggle between the bour
geoisie and the proletariat, between
the revisionist line and the revolu

tionary line.

CHAO SZU-HAI, passionately
devoted to the revolutionary

cause, brings the problem up with
his team-mates. The workers are

furious. One after another pledges:
We'll blaze our own path! We'll
make that steel. The Chinese

working class will show them!
When Chao learns that the task of

making this special steel is to be
assigned to a Shanghai plaiS; in
the middle , of the night he rushes
to the home of the director. In the

name of his team, he urges the
director to take on the job and pro
poses using Chinese alloying ele
ments instead of imported ones to
make it. '

Pai Hsien-chou, the plant direc
tor, however, has been deeply in
fluenced by the poisonous phi
losophy of being willing to creep
along as spread by Liu Shao-chi
and others like him. Unable to see

the strength of the workers, placing
all his hopes in specialists,. wor
shipping anything from abroad, he
insists on using imported elements.
He also insists on having the pro
duction plan drawn up by the chief
engineer, someone "with au
thority".

A heated debate around this

question ensues in the plant Com
munist Party committee. Party
secretary Wang Chien and most
committee members agree with
Chao's proposal.

Master Tien, an old worker under
whom Chao had once been ap
prenticed, hurries in from the
countryside where he has been
living in retirement, eager to join
in the challenging job. The work
ers who select the materials do aU

they can to collect the very best
for the trial production. Hsiao Kao,
an apprentice, goes without food
and rest to hunt for reference

material useful;to the project. En
couraged by support from workers
throughout the plant, Chao's team
works into the night before the
furnace, their minds possessed by
one thought: We'll follow Chairman
Mao's road of independence and

self-reliance. We'll make that steel
for socialism and take a crack at
the imperialists, revisionists and
other reactionaries.

But the road forward is not

smooth.

JUST as the experiments are
coming along well Ying Chia-

pei, a hidden counter-revolution
ary who has contrived to secure
the position of production manag
er, sabotages the project. Through
clenched teeth he mutters, "I'll
never let your planes fly nor your
ships sail!" Again and again he
tries to obstruct the trial produc
tion. Finally, he secretly mixes a
harmful element in with the ma

terials for the alloy steel. This
causes the temperature of the
furnace to rise to nearly 2,000
degrees. The refractory brick lin
ing of the furnace bottom collapses
and the bottom burns through.
Smoke fills the shop. Disaster is
imminent.

Without thought for his own
safety, Chao grabs a steel bar and
dashes to the back of the furnace.
Thick smoke swallows him up.
Having overcome the danger he
reappears, his worksuit burnt full
of holes. Ying Chia-pei contrives
to have Director Pai arrive on the

scene just at this moment. With
out even trying to find out its
causes, he shouts, "I told you so!
These domestic alloys are like wild
horses. If you don't handle them
right there'll be terrible accidents!"
He orders Chao to leave the furnace

and declares that he is relieved of

his post and must make a self-
criticism.

Chao replies calmly but firmly,
"Director, you can demote me, but
you can't take away my right to
work. We're going to keep on at
that steel. We've decided to take
the road of self-reliance and no
body can stop us!"

Master Tien, overcome by the
smoke, is sent to the hospital. Re
gaining consciousness, he urges
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Chao, who comes to see him, not to
give up, no matter what the pres
sure. He supports Chao in his in
sistence that the site of the acci

dent must be kept intact for ex
amination. Chao begins to investi
gate and make inquiries among the
other workers and finally discovers
evidence of the sabotage. He re
ports his findings to the Party com
mittee and with its support his
team continues trial production.

Whenever the experiments meet
with difficulties Chairman Mao's

philosophical thinking helps him
overcome them. Whenever pres
sures bear down on him he recalls

the line in one of Chairman Mao's

poems, "On perilous peaks dwells
beauty in her infinite variety", and
from it draws strength.

Some people urge him, "Drop it.
It's too risky." Unhesitatingly
Chao answers, "To make revolu
tion you have to take risks. If I
don't dare to do this, what kind of
a Communist am I?"

Because Chao Szu-hai knows the

truth is on his side, he stands as
firmly rooted as an ancient pine.

YING CHIA-PEI, the class
enemy, tries to get rid of Chao

by having him sent to an ad
vanced technical course. At the

same time he succeeds in persuad
ing the director to turn back the
job of making this steel.

The workers are furious. They
feel that Director Pai is not just
saying no to a task, but to the
Party's spirit of self-reliance. They
write a big-character poster in
criticism, . . you worship things
foreign. You blindly follow au
thority. You are willing to creep
along behind everyone else. You
have turned down an important
military assignment. Whose inter
ests do you represent?"

No, Pai Hsien-chou is truly no
longer like our old director, Chao
Szu-hai reflects as he reads the

poster. He tells his team-mates a
story.

"During those hard years of the
war, there was a small arsenal in
a base area behind enemy lines. It
took on an urgent assignment to
make a great number of land mines.
They had no materials, no equip
ment. The workers devised a way

to make them out of dead shells.

The head of the repair group took
on himself the most dangerous job,
scraping out the percussion pow
der in the fuses with a bamboo

splint. Once one exploded and he
was wounded, but he kept right on
at the job. Finally they had enough
mines in time to meet an enemy
mopping-up campaign.

"Later on, when people asked
him what gave him the strength to
overcome such difficulty and
danger, he answered simply, 'Self-
reliance'."

"Who was he?" Chao's teamr

mates want to know.

"Director Pai Hsien-chou!" an

swers Chao.

"After entering the city Com
rade Pai led us in doing much work
for the revolution, too. But then
he began to rest on his laurels, be
came lax about remolding his
thinking and now has become an
obstacle to new things. Today he
thinks of nothing but production.
He has forgotten the revolutionary
traditions of our Party and turned
his back on Chairman Mao's revo

lutionary line. He has lost his way
in the struggle between the two
classes and the two lines."

The plant is to -celebrate the
fourth anniversary of the day

Chairman Mao came to inspect it.
The furnace crews clean up their
shop spic-and-span and the gar
dener even sends over some fresh

flowers. The furnace is to be

lighted for the first trial heat of
the special steel using domestic
alloys. Chao Szu-hai, Master Tien
and the others are busy readying
the furnace.

Director Pai, still obstinately
pursuing the wrong course, rushes
into the shop. "Hold everything!"
he orders. The plant has just
obtained some imported materials
for the alloy. To make sure pro
duction goes right he wants to im
mediately change to the chief en
gineer's plan and use them.

"Do you know what day it is
today?" Chao Szu-hai, hardly able
to control his agitation, demands of
the director. Chao brings forth the
plant newspaper extra hailing
Chairman Mao's visit, which he had
kept through the years. He recalls

the great moment, how "Chairman
Mao grasped our hands 'warmly
and urged us to keep up the good
work, to keep on with self-reliance
and hard struggle!"

He reviews the plant's history.
"These twelve years, whenever we
have followed Chairman Mao's
directives we've been successful.

Whenever we turned away from
what he's told us, blindly believed
in specialists, went after what was
big and foreign, we didn't get any
where. Director, have you for
gotten all this?"

The director is shaken by this
burst of proletarian feeling that
pours forth from Chao Szu-hai.
Tears well up in his eyes.

At this moment, Ying Chia-pei
makes a last desperate attempt at
sabotage. He tries to mix a harm
ful element into the materials

again, but the workers catch him
red-handed. The hidden counter

revolutionary has finally exposed
himself.

Taught a profound lesson by
this living class struggle,

Director Pai makes an examination

of his mistakes before the Party
committee and expresses deep
remorse.

Chao is filled with joy to see the
change in this old comrade. Warmly
shaking his hand, Chao offers him
words of encouragement. "Direc
tor, you bear a heavy responsibility
on your shoulders. Be your
spirited old self. Let's work to
gether again!"

The fourth anniversary of
Chairman Mao's visit is a glorious
day. An atmosphere of joy per
vades the whole plant. Chao's
team finally succeeds with the
special steel. Behind their success
lay the Party's leadership and
support from the masses.

Under bright blue skies ngw
ships built using the China-made
special steel plow the seas of the
socialist motherland and head off
into the distance.

The film vividly portrays how
the Chinese people, guided by
Chairman Mao's revolutionary
line, woii a victory for the princi
ple of independence and self-
reliance.
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Shots from the Film

FIERY YEARS
(See the story on p. 22)

Cbao Szu-hai visits Master Tien, a retired worker, in the
country to get his help on the special steel.

Workers take great care in selecting materials to support
Chao.

In the hospital, Master Tien tells Chao that no matter
how great the pressure, he must not give up.

Chao sees through Ting Chia-pei's plot to get him out of
the way and refuses to go to a technical course.

f

,

A naval officer he meets or

Szu-hai how a country callii;
to sabotage China's shipbuild

Chao tries to persuade Direct
proposal to use domestic m;
ones for the alloy steel.

Chao Szu-hai takes strength
Chairman Mao's poems: "
beauty in her infinite varietj

In another attempt to make the special alloy, Hsiao Kao,
representing a new generation of steelworkers, lights the
furnace.

After sabotage by the class enemy is defeated. Director Pai, who has recogr
furnace along with the other



a train angrily tells Chao
g itself "socialist" has tried
Log industry.

The workers declare that they will blaze their own path. Chao goes to the plant director's home late at night to
ask that the job of making the special steel be given his
group.

.r Pai to adopt the workers'
terials instead of imported

There is a fierce debate in the Party committee on the
question of the two lines as reflected in the two plans
for making the steel.

A serious accident occurs as a result of sabotage by Ying
Chia-pei, a hidden counter-revolutionary.

from a line from one of

>n perilous peaks dwells
With an attitude stern yet warm, the secretary of the
Party committee helps Director Pai see that he must
wholeheartedly rely on the working class.

The workers write a big-character poster sharply criticiz
ing Director Pai. "Whose interests do you represent?"
they ask.

zed his error, works at the With Party leadership and mass support, Chao Szu-hai's
group succeeds in making the special steel.

Watching new ships built with the special steel plow the
waves.



Cultural Notes'

New Films Take

Class Struggle

as Theme

p^OUR new feature films had
their premieres during the

Spring Festival, along with a
number of others, including a film

of a Cantonese opera based on the
revolutionary Peking Opera Sha-

chiapang, a puppet film Little
Eighth Route Armyman, six scien
tific and educational pictures and

two documentaries. All of the films

are in color.

In informal discussions and in

articles about the lively develop

ments in the revolution in literature

and art, workers, peasants and
soldiers acclaimed these new fruits

of the cultural revolution which

represent a victory for Chairman
Mao's revolutionary line in this

field.

The four feature films show in

a deep-going and vivid way in
stances of the class struggle and

struggle between the revisionist

line and Chairman Mao's revolu

tionary line during the present
period of socialist revolution and

socialist construction. Creating a

number of portraits of worker,

peasant and soldier heroes, they
capture revolutionary feeling and
the spirit of our times.

Fiery Years is on the struggle of

a group of workers to maintain
independence and self-reliance in
producing a special type of alloy
steel urgently needed for China's

navy, thus smashing the embargo

and sabotage of the imperialists,

revisionists and other reactionaries.

Steelworker Chao Szu-hai is a suc

cessful portrait of a workingclass
hero.

Bright Sunny Skies describes the
period in 1956 when China's peas

ants were forming agricultural co

operatives. The poor and lower-
middle peasants, represented in the
film by Hsiao Chang-chun, led by
the Communist Party, are engaged

in a sharp struggle with a counter
revolutionary, who has wormed his

way into the Party, on the question:
On what basis should the wheat

harvest be distributed?

Another film. Green Pine Moun

tain is concerned with a struggle

over who is to have control over

the horsecart belonging to a pro

duction brigade in a remote moun

tain area. Through the hero, Chang
Wan-shan, an old poor peasant, it

shows the determination of the

poor and lower-middle peasants to

stay on the socialist road.

Battle Against Flood takes as the
background for its story the 1963
fight of the people along the Haiho
River against the biggest flood in

a hundred years. It depicts the
noble communist morality of the

poor and lower-middle peasants

and their determination to conquer

nature.

Each film, through one aspect of

contemporary life — making a heat

of steel, distribution of a wheat

harvest, driving a horsecart, the

battle against flood — vividly

shows the life-and-death struggle

going on in present-day China be

tween the proletariat and the bour

geoisie, between the socialist and

capitalist roads. The fearless rev

olutionary spirit of heroes such as

Chao Szu-hai, Hsiao Chang-chun

and Chang Wan-shan provides an

inspiration for the people.

Three of the films are from the

Changchun Film Studio. Fiery

Years was made by the Shanghai

Film Studio. Recognizing the politi

cal importance of their tasks, in

the course of work on the films

the production groups eagerly

strove to carry forward the gains

of the cultural revolution and ex

pel the influence the revisionist

line had had in their field.

The old system under which all

authority for production centered
in the director was replaced by a

system of unified leadership by the
Communist Party over both the

political and professional aspects.

The production groups became a

new kind of working collective in
which script writers, directors, ac

tors, cameramen and the rest of the
technical staff all had a say.

Breaking through the old way

of working behind closed doors, the
filmmakers went out to join in

labor with the workers, peasants

and soldiers and to learn from

them. They asked the masses to
discuss the scripts, and revised
them according to their suggestions

and criticisms whether these con

cerned content, a single sentence,

a detail or a prop. This contribut
ed to the high level of ideology and
artistry of the films.v
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staging of "The Hsiangyang Store" at the Capital
Theater by Peking's Pingchu Opera Troupe.

North China

Theatrical Festival

^ HE Peking stage had never
been so lively as it was during

this year's Spring Festival. In ad
dition to performances of all the
model revolutionary theatrical
works, there were newly-created
operas in local style, songs, dances,
ballad-singing and storytelling put
on by both professionals and
amateurs. The capital was also
scene of the North China The
atrical Festival, held under the
auspices of the Cultural Group of
the State Council, which presented
20 new programs chosen from
among those performed at local
theatrical festivals in the munici
palities of Peking and Tientsin,
Hopei and Shansi provinces and
the Inner Mongolian Autonomous
Region.

The festival works had been
created by professional provincial,
regional or county troupes or by
amateur propaganda teams in
factories and mines. Nearly 20 dif
ferent forms were represented,
including Peking Operas, dramas,
songs and dances, ballads and
stories, puppet shows and operas
in local style, both short and full-
length.

They Liked Them

The worker-peasant-soldier au
diences in the capital were en
thusiastic about the presenta
tions. Nearly every troupe has
received hundreds of congratula
tory letters. Articles about them by
worker-peasant-soldier critics and
notes of drama forum in which
they took part have appeared in
the press. Many singled out cer
tain of the new works for their
clear-cut reflection of the charac-

Mcmbcrs of the Inner Mongolian Song and Dance Troupe perform
for workers at the February Seventh Rolling Stock Plant. A scene from "On the Banks of Wild Horse River'



teristics of the socialist era and

their strong revolutionary spirit of
the proletariat. The Hsiangyang
Store, an opera in the pingchu
form, is on the theme of bringing
up successors for the revolutionary
cause of the proletariat. The
heroes of the piece serve the people
heart and soul. Spring Swallow on
Cloud Ridge, an opera in the local
Hopei style, is in praise of new
socialist things — the cooperative
medical system and "barefoot
doctors". Another play, The Prime
of Youth, centers around the rev
olution in education and the strug
gle between the proletarian and
bourgeois lines in this field. The
Inner Mongolian Autonomous Re
gion song and dance troupe pre
sented a number of short pieces,
varied and militant. The consensus

of the critics was: "The more we

see them the more we like them

and the more inspiration they give

Bom Among the Masses

The play On the Banks of Wild
Horse River, put on by the art
troupe of Hopei province's Wei-
chang county, acclaims the struggle
of the commune members in the

surrounding mountains to do for
their place what the model Tachai
brigade did for its. After seeing
the play, a commune member
wrote, "The drama gives us a sense
of the burning spirit and great
vigor with which the people
beyond the Great Wall are trying
to learn from Tachai. It is inspir
ing and a fine education." The
main reason the performance was
a success was that the members of

the troupe, carrying out Chairman

Mao's revolutionary line on lit
erature and art, plunged into the
life of the workers, peasants and
soldiers in order to learn from

them and portray them faithfully.

The troupe was set up in De
cember 1969, during the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution.

Its 50-some members were drawn

mainly from young people in
factories and rural people's com
munes. The cultural revolution

had spurred the revolutionary
spirit of the people of this remote
area to rid themselves of their

backwardness and make a greater
contribution to the country. Led
by the Communist Party " " they
launched a campaign to transform
their rivers and mountains in the

spirit of Tachai. Many heroic
deeds were performed in the
course of it which served as raw

material for the play.

The drama deals with an inci

dent that happened in the Hsia-
hohsi brigade in Kuancheng
county. A river, as uncontrollable
as a wild horse, runs through it,
causing disaster every year. The
poor and lower-middle peasants
there resolved to tame it by dig
ging a tunnel through a mountain
to divert the water to irrigate their
fields. Chao Jen, secretary of the
brigade's Party branch was in the
vanguard of the- action. Shoulder
ing his pick, he took the lead in
making the blasting holes in the
tunnel. One day the charge went
off but he did not come out. The

people rushed in and found him
lying in a stone pit unconscious
from the shock of the explosion.
When they carried him out and
worked to revive him, in the

Playwright, director, actors and actresses with the Tientsin Modem
Drama Troupe join workers, peasants and soldiers in a forum.

pocket of his jacket they found a
note to his parents. It read, "If I
am killed, don't grieve'. I will have
died for the people and that is a
worthy death. Go on working with
the others."

When he came to, his first ques
tion was, "Did all the charges go
off?" As soon as he heard that

they had he said, "Let's go in and
clear out the stones," and himself
got up to get on with the job.

The story of a deed such as this
opened the eyes of the troupe's
playwrights. Altogether they went
to more than 100 brigades in 31
people's communes in the Cheng-
teh district, where Weichang coun
ty is located. They found that
there are thousands of heroes like

Chao Jen, who love socialism and
work selflessly to build it. "If we
fail to depict the fierce struggle in
the life of the people," they said,
"we will be doing the poor and
lower-middle peasants a disser
vice." Filled with revolutionary
verve, they overcame all kinds of
difficulties to complete the script
of On the Banks of Wild Horse
River in the winter of 1971. Since

then it has been .performed more
than 200 times in nearby rural
areas. Between shows members

of the troupe often go among the
masses to get their criticisms and
suggestions. They have used these
to make revisions several times.

In the drama, the main charac
ter, a young woman named Kao
Yen-hung who is secretary of the
brigade Party branch, is played by
Chao Shu-chun, herself a com
mune member outstanding for
both ideology and work. Chang
Chih-chung, who plays the role of
an ■ old blacksmith, is from a
peasant family. Though over forty,
in order to portray the character
well, he spent time at a smithy in
town learning from a veteran
smith. "It is not us who are the
authors of this play," the troupe
members say whenever they recall
how the work was produced. "It
was the people who created it with
their heroic deeds."

Worker-Peasant-Soldier Critics

One day during the theatrical
festival, the Inner Mongolian song
and dance troupe, dressed in

(Continued on p. 48)
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Patrolling the coast.

•-S?: 4

ONE night on Tungshan Island, a
strategic outpost in the East

China Sea, the emergency bugle
suddenly sounded. Members of the
women's militia picked up their
rifles and ran out of their homes.

In close coordination with the is

land defense unit of the Chinese

People's Liberation Army, they
posted sentries on roads and
bridges, patrolled landings and
beaches, and guarded other impor
tant points. Within minutes, a
dragnet clamped the entire island
tight. The women's militia com
pany of the Peisha commune was
on night maneuvers again to keep
its vigilance in top form.

A strong middle-aged woman
with clips of bullets on her belt
leads the women in their studies

and training. On the rifle range,
she uses her automatic rifle at 40

rounds a minute with great skill.
This is Wang Yueh-hsia, company
commander and a "Super Marks
man".

Trailblazer

In 1952 when Tungshan Island
was liberated, Wang Yueh-hsia

was only 14. She watched the Peo
ple's Liberation Army fight rem
nants of the Kuomintang army
and chase them off the island.

Barefooted, she braved enemy fire
to carry water and ammunition to
the liberators.

In 1960, Wang Yueh-hsia joined
the Chinese Communist Party.
When Chairman Mao called for or

ganizing contingents of the peo
ple's militia on a big scale, she got
20 girls in her fishing village to
gether and, under the leadership
of the commune Party committee,
formed the first women's militia

unit on the island.

On this isolated island it was

still a new thing to see women
shouldering rifles and standing
guard. With "hoe in one hand and
rifle in the other", they worked at
their regular jobs and practiced
whenever they had a spare mo
ment. In the fields or on the sea

shore they crawled, rolled and
fought, covered with sweat and
mud. Old feudal ideas came out

in people's remarks: "Women

fight in battles? How ugly to see
women crawling on the ground 1"

These made Aunt Cheng, who
had a daughter and daughter-in-
law in the militia, so angry that
she would not let them continue.

Commander Wang Yueh-hsia
realized that without breaking the
hold of these old ideas, the women's
militia would never be able to

grow. She went to talk with Aunt
Cheng and her daughters, remind
ing them of the contrast between
today's life and the bitter days of
the old society. Aunt Cheng, her
daughter-in-law and Wang Yueh-
hsia had all been child brides

in poverty-stricken fishermen's
families.

Similar sufferings make for a
common language. Aunt Cheng's
face gradually brightened up. Now
Wang Yueh-hsia pushed her point
home: "In the old society, we
women in poor families were tram
pled down. We didn't dare lift our
heads or strike back when our

lords beat us. Now we too have
stood up and become masters of
our country, and Chairman Mao
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Training combined with work. Company commander Wang Yueh-hsia (left) showing how
to take advantage of the terrain in fighting the enemy.
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Assembly.

A People's Liberation Army cadre
directs militiawomen in target practice.





Wang Yueh-hsia (right) discusses the study of
Chairman Mao's works with members of her company.

Women's militia members

growing kelp in the sea.

has given us guns to defend it. Tell

me, Aunt, shouldn't we take over

the guns? Shouldn't we. stand

guard?"

"I understand now, child. You're

doing right. . . Taking her

grandson from her daughter-in-

law, she said, "Go, I'll take care

of the house!"

The two young women not only

became more active in the militia,

but also began doing more house

work at home. This soon became

known in the whole village and

many people began to change their

old ideas.

Capable Soldiers

The women's militia trained rig

orously as if in battle. Wang

Yueh-hsia was always the first in

exercises, jumping into water,

wading through muddy pools or

climbing obstacles. Instead of
practicing crawling on level ground
in the soft grass, they chose

stretches of sand and gravel. Their

clothes got torn and their elbows

and knees bled but no one com

plained.

When she was cooking, Wang

Yueh-hsia would put her gun on a

stand by the stove and practice

aiming out the window at a hillside

target. At night she often got up

to practice spotting targets in the

dark.

Months went by. At a county

militia meet, Wang Yueh-hsia won

the title of "Super Marksman"

with a surprising performance.

Other members of her company

also got very high scores. Clap

ping enthusiastically, the spectators

exclaimed, "Good shooters!" The

villagers were convinced. Women

could be good soldiers, too!

In 1962 the militiawomen went

through a severe test when the
Chiang Kai-shek clique, supported

by U.S. imperialism, threatened to
invade the southeastern coast. The

army, militia and people on Tung-

shan Island deployed for battle. At
a rally, every one of the militia

women asked to go to the front.

The higher command sent them
into the defense zone.

Wang Yueh-hsia's orders were
concise: "Second platoon, stand

CHINA RECONSTRUCTS



guard! Third platoon, send out

scouts! First and fourth platoons,
build second-line defense works!"

Wind and rain battered the

isleind and whipped up a raging
sea. For seven days and nights the

militiawomen worked with only
token rest, eating and sleeping at
their battle positions. They built
30 breastworks and underground
shelters and dug 1,700 meters of
trenches. Political director Chen

Yu-lan and platoon leader Lin

Hsia-lan piled up rocks in front of

their position and told the women,

"We'll hold to the last. If we run

out of ammunition, we'll throw

rocks at the enemy!"

The militiawomen's spirit in
spired the villagers. Some old

women who brought water to their

position said, "Girls, do your best.

With you defending our homes "and

country, we feel at ease."

Through struggle the women's
militia grew and matured.

In ordinary times, when the men

go fishing at sea the militiawomen

maintain public order, stand guard

and work in production. They are

always first in farming and other

commune occupations. Some 30

of the company's squad and pla

toon leaders are leaders or vice-

leaders of commune production

teams. The villagers call them

"vanguards in battle and trail-

blazers in production".

Will of Two Generations

Some of the women of the mi

litia are mothers, others are still

teenagers. Where do they get their

Vice-Commander of Company Six of the PLA unit on the island lectures to the women's militia.
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enthusiasm and courage in defend
ing the motherland?

One answer comes from Chang
O-lan, an old platoon leader who
spoke at a company meeting last
August, requesting for the third
time permission to continue active
service.

With her rifle in her hand and a

determined look on her weather-

beaten face, this middle-aged
woman told her story. Her mother,
now over 70, had started begging
barefooted when she was only
seven. After she was married, her
fisherman-husband could not earn

enough to support the family.
Again barefooted, she begged from
village to village, often leaving
blood-stained footprints on the
sharp oyster shells and stones of
the paths. Of the eight people in
her father's family, six died of
hunger or disease. Only her moth
er and herself were left at lib

eration. For the first time they
had new shoes to wear and hot

food to eat.

As soon as the women's militia

was organized,' her mother urged
her to join. For the next doz
en years, she always took the lead
in guard and patrol duties, military
training and farm work. She be
came an outstanding heavy ma
chine gunner. Because of her age
and the fact that she was a pro
duction-team leader, three times in
the last two years the company
had asked her to retire.

Now with deep feeling she told
the meeting, "Without Chairman
Mao or the People's Liberation
Army, I would have died long ago.
Only with guns in our hands can
we defend our island. I'll never

give up my gun as long as the im
perialists, revisionists and other
counter-revolutionaries are stiU at

large in the world." Her pledge
moved everyone. For the third
time the leaders agreed to keep her
on "extended active duty".

Chang O-lan's story taught the
militia members much. Squad
leader Chang Yu-ying, for exam
ple, had been annoyed by the con
stant pleading of her 15-year-old
sister, Hsiap-ying, to join the com
pany. She thought her younger
sister, scarcely taller than a rifle,
was not ready. Now greatly moved

by Chang O-lan's story, she realiz
ed how true it was that to defend

the people's power, the people
must take up guns. More people
should join the militia. Chang Yu-
ying began to encourage her sister
and as soon as she reached 16 took

her into her own squad. From then
on, they trained together on the
drill ground and worked together
in the fields.

Soon after, the two sisters were
opponents in a rifle match at a
county militia meet. Hsiao-ying
made 68 points (the highest was
70) with seven shots, two more
than her older sister. The com

pany was pleased with her de
velopment.

Last year Chang Yu-ying got
married. Since this meant moving
away, she resigned her post as
squad leader. The squad elected
Hsiao-ying as vice-leader, to follow
in the steps of her older sister.

More than 800 women have

served in the company since it was
formed a dozen years ago, replac
ing those who left due to age or
moving away. Those who leave
always remember their comrades
still on active duty. On the eve of
her wedding and moving to her
husband's village, Wang Tsan,
leader of Squad Ten, called a meet
ing to ask for criticism and advice
and to outline conditions to the

new leader. She promised that
whenever she came back, she would
come to talk with the squad mem
bers to find out how they were
getting along. Her comrades called
her their "extra squad leader".

Army and jPeopIe, One Family

"The armymen are good teach
ers," the militiawomen say. They
appreciate the help and support
the People's Liberation Army on
the island gives them.

While the island's army unit
undergoes its own training, it helps
build the people's militia, giving
them military training and help in
studying Marxism-Leninism-Mao
Tsetung Thought. These fisher-
folk in peacetime are prepared to
defend the island in case of war.

The joint defense of the army and
the people has made China's coast
impregnable. On December 12,
1965, the Ministry of National De
fense cited the island's army unit

as an "Exemplary Company of
Army-Civilian Joint Defense".

The love and support the army
and the people give each other on
the island is strong.

In 1971, the island went through
a drought of several months. The
armymen carried water from their
own military reserves to the fish
ermen's homes, a two-hour trip
over hills in the scorching sun with
pails on shoulderpoles for each
family. Ignoring the sweat and
fatigue, they did this every day
until the drought was over.

The women in the militia regard
the armymen as their own brothers.
They help the army build defense
works and carfy munitions. They
often drill together, study together
and put on entertainment programs
together.

One day the army unit received
an emergency order to leave on an
important assignment. "The army
is leaving," someone said. "Do a
good job of taking over their du
ties!" As the army unit left, the
militiawomen under Wang Yueh-
hsia confidently took over their
section of the defense zones, stand
ing guard, patrolling the coast, and
fulfilling all army duties on a day-
and-night basis.

The turnover of leaders and

soldiers in the army unit and mili
tiawomen in the company has been
constant, but army-people joint
defense has become a tradition.

During the cultural revolution, the
army and people have joined in
repudiating the reactionary propa
ganda of the Lin Piao anti-Party
clique that "the people's militia is
worthless". This gave them a
deeper understanding of Chairman
Mao's idea of people's war and lent
even more meaning and drive to
the performance of their duties.

Recently the army imit and the
people's militia held joint war ma
neuvers on Tungshan Island, In
artillery, beach and reserve posi
tions, soldiers and militia members
were ready for action. At head
quarters the voice of Wang Yueh-
hsia came in sharp and clear: "Re
port! All militiawomen in battle
positions are ready! Should the
imperialists and social imperialists
dare to launch a su4den attack, we
will wipe them out!'^
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DO YOU KNOW?

LABOR INSURANCE AND RENEFITS

TO TRE WORKERS

A  long term policy of the peo-
pie's government is to gradually

extend labor insurance and other

benefits to the working people
along with the expansion of pro
duction.

The state system of labor in
surance covers workers employed
in all enterprises, xmdertakings and
government offices, regardless of
nationality, citizenship, religion,
age or sex. Workers are entitled
to benefits for sickness, injury,
disability, childbirth, old age and
death. There are no deductions

from the workers' pay nor are they
required to pay any premiums. The
entire cost is borne by the state,
which pays out a sum equivalent to
between 10 and 20 percent of the
annual total payroll' for these
benefits.

Standards for labor insurance

benefits are set with proper con
sideration both to the material as
sistance needed by the aged, sick
or disabled and the employed per
son's contribution to the state.

If, because of illness, a worker
needs a long period of treatment
away from work, in addition to
free medical care he gets 40 to 100
percent of his wage according to
the length of time he has worked,
until he is fully recovered and re
turns to work. A worker injured
on the job receives full payment
throughout the period of treatment
and recuperation.

Retired workers receive a

monthly pension amounting to 50
to 85 percent of their pay accord
ing to the number of years they
have worked. If a worker dies as

a result of injury connected with
his job, his funeral expenses are
paid by his place of work and his
lineal dependants receive a month
ly allowance of 25 to 50 percent of
his wage until they are able to sup
port themselves.

For childbirth, medical and hos
pital expenses are covered under

free medical care and women

workers get 56 days maternity
leave at full pay (70 days for a dif
ficult birth).

The state also provides many
other benefits, such as the con
struction of housing, maintenance
of dining rooms, nurseries and
kindergartens in places of work,
subsidies for employed persons
with economic hardship and sub
sidies for the dining rooms.

Every year since liberation large
numbers of workers have moved-
into new housing. In Peking the
state has put up 20 million square
meters of housing for the working
people and renovated a great many
houses. Rents are low. In Peking
rent for an ordinary apartment is
0.12 yuan per square meter. A
worker spends 3 to 5 percent of
his monthly pay for rent.

The state pays the cost of con
struction of dining rooms, nurseries
and kindergartens for enterprises,
undertakings and government or
ganizations and pays the wages of
their staffs. The cost of utilities is

paid out of the workers' benefit
fund of the places of work. This
is in effect a subsidy which keeps
the cost of meals and nursery and
kindergarten fees low.

North of the Yangtze River all
employed persons receive a yearly
subsidy for winter heating. In Pe
king, where houses are heated four
months of the year, each worker
gets a subsidy for these months.

Workers with temporary econom
ic hardship for some special rea
sons such as sickness in the family
or other imexpected difficulties
receive subsidies paid either reg
ularly or in a lump sum.

Answers to LANGUAGE CORNER Exercises

1. 1.

3. '>^0

n. 1.

3.

m.

(1)

When people are of one mind, they can move Mount Tai.

(2)

A fisherman can stand wild winds and huge waves,

A hunter never fears tigers, leopards or wolves.

'  (3)

Though a drop of water isn't much,

Drop by drop they make a river;

Though one grain of rice isn't much.

Grain by grain they become a pile.
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Who Is *Chi Feng*?

ON May 9th last year, a letter
enclosing 100 yuan arrived at

the political department of a Peo
ple's Liberation Army regiment in
Liaoning province. It started a
long search.

Signed by the revolutionary
committee of Chaoyang county, it
read: "Our area was hit by a bad
drought. In the past several months
we have received money and let
ters of concern from many parts
of the country. Among them was
100 yuan from Chi Feng in your
unit. With Chairman Mao's revo

lutionary line pointing the way,
we have won our battle against
possible disaster and are now back
to normal. So we are sending this
money back. Please give it to the
owner and tell him the county's
800,000 people thank him."

Chen Yin-chuan, secretary of the
department, reported the letter to
the regiment's Communist Party
committee. "This shows our sol

dier's love for the people," Party
secretary: Chang Hsien-chi com
mented. "Find Chi Feng. We'U
point him out as an example for
our men."

But "Chi Feng" did not exist!
He was not on the regiment's rolls.
When he sent the money, he had
only given the regiment's post
office box as his return address.

Who was Chi Feng? The hunt
began.

The department members began
guessing. "Chen An-chu, vice-
squad-leader in the third machine
gun company?" someone sug
gested. "He's done things like this
under the name of 'Chi Feng'. 'Chi'
means 'carry on' and 'Feng' is the
same as 'Lei Feng'*. The name
could mean 'serve the people like
Lei Feng'." Someone else said,

♦ See the November 1973 issue of China
Reconstructs.

"Maybe it's Wang Shu in the artil
lery company. He's always doing
things for other people and never
leaving his name."

Secretary Chen went to talk
with Chen An-chu in the third

machine gun company. Chen An-
chu was an orphan who had grown
up in the new society. As a Yoimg
Pioneer he had tried to be like Lei

Feng by doing things for the peo
ple's commune. "When he joined
the army, he saw the army carry
ing out the principle of serving the
people wholeheartedly. His first
job in the company was pig-
raising, then cook and then taking
care of the transport animals. He
worked hard at each job and
learned to love it.

Chen An-chu spent his time off
helping clerks in nearby shops,
doing things fqr disabled veterans
or joining workers in a factory or
on a construction site. When peo
ple asked him his name, he would
say, "Chi Feng." Finally, some
people discovered his real name,
wrote his deeds up as textbook
material for a local primary school,
and he became well-known.

But Chen An-chu was not their

man, he had not sent the money.

Secretary Chen turned to Wang
Shu in the artillery company. The
artillery men told him a story
about Wang Shu. Just before the
Spring Festival in 1972 Wang took
the train to Changchim where he
was going for an appendicitis
operation in the military hospital.
On the train he met an old lady
whom he helped in every way.
When they got off, he was carrying
a bag for her with 15 kilograms of
apples. In the crowd they got sep
arated. He walked around the sta

tion many times looking for her.
It grew dark and he wondered
what to do with her bag.

Meanwhile, the old lady had
searched for him and finally said
to herself, "Oh weU, he's a People's
Liberation Army man, so I won't
worry about my bag." She took
the bus home.

The next day, the hospital
agreed to postpone Wang Shu's
operation so he could find the old
lady. They sent someone to go with
him to the public security bureau.
The bureau started phoning every
police station in the city. FinaUy,
on the 25th call — a station near

the railroad — they got their
answer.

When the old lady had arrived
home and told her daughter about
her bag, the daughter said, "The
FLA men do everything to return
even a needle and thread, so you
don't worry about your bag. But
imagine how worried the soldier
is!" The next morning the daugh
ter went to several police stations
near the railway station to report
the missing bag, leaving her name
and address so that the FLA com

rade would be able to find them.

As Wang Shu happily handed
the bag over to the old lady, she
asked him his name. He only an
swered, "I'm just a FLA man."
Taking his hand, she exclaimed,
"What a lot of Lei Fengs there are
in the FLA!"

But Wang Shu was not their
man either. Secretary Chen con
tinued the search .in other com
panies. ;

At this point a letter arrived at
the political department from a
primary school in Changchun,
praising Sung Kuei-ming, leader of
the No. 2 artillery squad for being
a "Lei Feng type of extra-cur
ricular activities counselor". From

the letter's brief account of his
good deeds, Chen felt that maybe
Sung was the "Chi'Feng" he was
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looking for. He went to the second
company's commander to find out
more about him.

At the beginning of the year,
Sung Kuei-mlng's unit had been in
Changchun on a mission. Every
day they passed the primary school.
The children reminded Sung of how
Lei Feng had guided children's
extra-curricular activities. "I'm not

a counselor," he thought, "but I
should try to be like Lei Feng and
do all I can to help the younger
generation grow up to be revolu
tionaries." He bought 30 picture
story books about heroes like Lei
Feng, Chang Szu-teh and Huang
Chi-kuang, some pencils and note
books and sent them to the Little

Red Guards Regiment of the school
with a note saying, "Best wishes
to the younger generation of rev
olutionaries from a PLA man."

When the school finally found
out what unit Sung Kuei-ming be
longed to, the Little Red Guards
wanted him to be their after-school

counselor. But his unit had finish

ed its mission and left Changchun.
The unit, however, agreed to the
school's request that Sung become
their "honorary counselor" and
have him give the children guid
ance by writing them.

Sung wrote them about what he
had learned in his studies of

Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung
Thought. He sent them news
paper clippings of stories about the
revolution. When the yoimgsters
wanted to set up a barbers' group,
he bought a set of barber's tools for
them and encouraged them to
carry on the revolutionary tradition
of diligence and thrift. As more
and more children tried to be like

Lei Feng, everyone thought of
Sung Kuei-ming and thanked him.

But Sung Kuei-ming also was
not the "Chi Feng" they were look
ing for. "Don't lose heart," the
Party secretary told Chen. "Every
body's political level is higher now
and nobody wants to talk about a
good thing he's done. For all we
know, 'Chi Feng' could be standing
right here, except we just haven't
discovered him yet!"

Now they remembered the letter
that "Chi Feng" had enclosed with
the money he had sent. Why not

get the letter from the county and
compare it with the writing of the
men in the regiment?

When the letter arrived, Secre
tary Chen took it from company to
company asking people if they
could identify the handwriting.

When he came to the third

machine gun company again, some
how the writing looked familiar to
the third platoon commander, who
was also the organizational secre
tary of the Party branch. Sud
denly the commander remembered
an application to join the Party
which he had received just
a few days ago. When they com
pared the two, not only was the
handwriting alike, but both con
tained the sentences: "All that I am

I owe to the Party and the people.
I want to give my all to the Party,
to the people, to the cause of com
munism."

"We've found your man!" the
commander exclaimed. " 'Chi Feng'
is Li Chen-feng, vice-leader of
Squad Four!"

The Party branch called Li Chen-
feng in and finally persuaded him
to tell his story.

During the first half'of last year,
in the nationwide movement to

criticize and repudiate the crimes
of the Lin Piao anti-Party clique,
the men in the company had grown
clearer about the continuing class
struggle. Li Chen-feng, a peasant
who had just joined the army,
began to see that in socialist society
the struggle between the proletariat
and the bourgeoisie, between the
socialist and capitalist roads and
between the revolutionary line and
the revisionist line was still going
on. He vowed to defend Chairman

Mao's revolutionary line and do all
he could to push the revolution
forward.

At this time Li Chen-feng re
ceived a letter from a schoolmate

in Chaoyang saying that the
drought in the county was a very
bad one. When the comrades of

one area of the country meet ob
stacles in their struggle to advance,
he thought, a revolutionary fighter
should help them. Lei Feng had
sent money to help the Liaoyang
area when it was hit by flood. So
Li Chen-feng had sent 100 yuan

Again in Changchun on a job, "honorary
counselor" Sung Kuei-ming, through re
pairing a bench with the pupils, helps
them learn to care for public property.

During a work break Li Chen-
feng (right) has a heart-to-heart
talk with a newly enlisted soldier.

from his savings to Chaoyang
county, using only the name "Chi
Feng".

The hunt for "Chi Feng" had
taken a month, Secretary Chen re
flected. But his greatest satisfac
tion was that he had found not just
one "Chi Feng", but many!
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Wuhan Steel's four blast furnaces.

CADRES AT

WUHAN STEEL'

»
%

Staff Reporter

Li Feng-en (center) and workers discuss how to solve a
key problem in production of the No. 4 blast furnace.

An hour's drive eastward from
Wuhan along the south bank

of the rolling Yangtze River is the

factory area of the Wuhan Iron
and Steel Company.

Turning out its first heat of iron
in September 1958 — ground was
broken for construction in 1956 —

it was the first large iron and steel
base built by the Chinese people
after liberation of the country in

1949. In 1960 the complex was one
of those seriously affected when
the Soviet revisionist renegade

clique, seizing on the time when
China was already facing difficul

ties due to natural disasters, with

drew its specialists and tore up

contracts. But all hands — work

ers, engineers, technicians and
cadres — working together com

pleted the planned construction and
expanded the complex, carrying
out Chairman Mao's teachings on
building up the country through
self-reliance and hard work. It is

now a large iron and steel complex
consisting of plants and mines
covering the entire process from
ore extraction through refining and
rolling.

In the cultural revolution Wuhan

Steel made even bigger strides.
Production of nine main products
completely fulfilled the 1973 state
plan. Steel production and the
total value of industrial output was
more than double that for 1965,
the year before the cultural revolu
tion, and output of ore and pig
iron more than triple. Figures for
ore, steel, pig iron, sintered ore,
coke, refractory brick and total
value of industrial output reached
new highs.

A New Blast Furnace

Work began on a fourth blast
furnace directed from a joint com
mand post incorporating personnel
from Wuhan Steel and other

related units and under direct

leadership of the Hupeh province
Communist Party committee. All
jobs of the command post were
handled by a three-in-one com
bination of workers, technicians

and leading cadres. Chang Ju-
heng, for 20 years a smelter, be
came vice-head of the project.

Workers taking a direct part in
leadership lent dynamism to the

whole project. Before beginning
on the design, members of the
command post made a survey of
opinion in the existing plants. One
veteran smelter said that the new

furnace should be bigger than
present ones to meet the needs of
the country's rapid iron and steel
development. Since the design was
to be China-made, said another in
agreement, they didn't need to
stick to old conventions. 'T think

we've got the conditions to make
one of larger capacity," he said.

But when the design group met,
someone observed that even to

design a new furnace the size of
the No. 3 furnace would be an ap
preciable achievement, and some
one else said copying a foreign
design would be easier.

"We can't just crawl along be
hind others just to make things
easy," said Hsu Hung-ju, a veteran
worker. "We want to get greater,
faster, better and more economical
results and turn out more and

better iron, so we should design a
larger furnace." Others in the
group supported him.

After several more ̂ discussions,
vice-head Chang stated that accord-
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ing to the investigation and the
opinion of the majority polled, it
■was both necessary and possible
to build a large furnace. "We must
firmly carry out the General Line
for Socialist Construction, 'Go all
out, aim high and achieve greater,
faster, better and more economical
results in building socialism' set
forth by Chairman Mao. We iron
and steel workers dare to take un
trodden paths and climb unsealed
peaks." The command post ap
proved a design proposal put forth
by Chang Ju-heng and other vet
eran workers.

The new big furnace excited
everyone's imagination. It was a
mass undertaking with members
of rural people's communes and the
People's Liberation Army brought
in to augment hea-vy machinery
from the construction companies.
Altogether 250 plants in Hupeh and
Honan provinces supplied equip
ment and materials for the furnace.

In addition to taking care of
their daily production, Wuhan
Steel cadres worked far into the
night on equipment for the new
furnace. At the Tayeh and Cheng-
chao iron mines, which are part of

the complex, they worked hard to
extract more ore and dress it well,
preparing plenty of "food" for the
"big eater" about to be born.

At 11:30 p.m. on September 13,
1970 China's biggest furnace, do
mestically-designed and built and
using Chinese equipment turned
out its first heat of iron.

Following this an oxygen plant
and a larger sintering shop were
built.

Answers From the Masses

At a meeting of the company
Party committee in the second half
of 1972, a majority thought the
complex was not moving ahead as
fast as many advanced units in the
country. The members decided to
look in the mines and shops for the
answer. They went to the Tayeh
iron mines and coking plant and
found the solution.

There they found workers and
cadres recalling the bitterness
of the working class in the old
society and the history of imperial
ist aggression in China. Speaking
of his youth as a coolie, an old
miner told of going to work on Lion
Mountain, an old part of the Tayeh
mines. "It was like entering the
gates of hell," he said. "Men went
in alive and came out dead." An
other veteran pointed to what used

to be the barracks of the Japanese
gendarmes and said, "Lin Piao, by
trying to restore capitalism in
China and turn our country into a
colony of the Soviet revisionist
social-imperialists, would have
hurled us back into such misery,
but we wouldn't let him." Similar
meetings were also being held at
the coking plant, in which work
ers recalled the history of their
plant, their villages, their families
and their own fortunes.

At the same time these two units
were making a greater effort to see
that Party policies were carried
out. They increased the already
thoroughgoing political and ideo
logical work done among the
veteran workers, cadres, engineers
and technicians and placed the best
of them in crucial posts. Leading
groups at aU levels were reor
ganized to include old, middle-aged
and young people, and attention
was paid to training the next
generation of revolutionaries.

As a result, production in these
plants had developed rapidly. The
Tayeh iron mines had overfulfilled
their state plan for the previous
three years and the coking plant
for the past two. (Both continued
this record in 1973.) The Wuhan
Steel leaders spread the word to its

Showing where a landlord's dog bit him when he was begging for food
in the old society, veteran worker Huang Ho-Iin furiously denounces
the attempt of the Lin Piao anti-Party clique to restore capitalism.
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other units about the results these

measures were bringing when well
carried out and urged more atten
tion to them.

In the sintering plant, leading
cadres of all levels also went to the

workers. Kao Shu-chiang, vice-
chairman of the plant's revolution
ary committee denounced the class

oppression of the old society and
criticized Lin Piao along with the
workers. Leaders of the first shift

and maintenance sections of the

first sintering shop visited the
homes of over 90 percent of the
workers and staff members in their

departments. They collected the
histories of 144 laboring families
and entered the facts into two
account books. One listed the

stories of blood and tears under

the oppression and exploitation of

the old society. The other record
ed examples of their happiness in
the new society. The material in
these two books was quite an edu
cation to the workers. The first

helped them heighten their recog
nition of Lin Piao's crime of try
ing to overthrow the dictatorship
of the proletariat and restore capi
talism. The second helped them see
that Chairman Mao's proletarian
revolutionary line represents the
basic interests of the proletariat
and other laboring people and is
the beacon lighting the way for
ward for the Chinese people.

This was a new stimulus to their

revolutionary drive. This plant,
unable to keep up in supplying
sintered ore for the blast furnaces,
had been holding back the whole
company. After this penetrating,

Chao Chcn-chi (front) works on. a technical
innovation along with workers and a technician.

detailed education in ideological
and political line, it completed its
1973 state plan 54 days ahead of
schedule. This made it an advanced
unit.

The Key to Production

Leaders at all levels in Wuhan
Steel work regular shifts at selected
spots, grappling with and solving
key problems in production before
they get out of hand.

Li Feng-en, a national model
worker and now vice-chairman of
the revolutionary committee of the
smelting plant, has been working
at the No. 4 blast furnace. A red-

letter day in his 40 years at the
blast furnace was September 13,
1958, when Chairman Mao came to
visit the plant and witness the
pouring of its first heat of high-
grade iron.

It was Chairman Mao and the

Communist Party who rescued him
from a sea of bitterness and train

ed him, an ordinary smelter, to be
chief engineer at the smelting plant
and vice-chairman of its revolu

tionary committee. After the cul
tural revolution and the movement

to criticize Lin Piao and rectify
the style of work, he tries even
harder to raise production for the
revolution. At 56, in his white
denim work clothing, like the other
workers he still climbs about the

blast furnace and into the ore and

coke bins, checking the tuyere, slag
notch, signal room, hoist room and
scale car. The Party's tenth con
gress held in August 1973 inspired
the workers on this furnace to keep
setting new records for daily out
put.

Chu Tieh-chi, vice-chairman of
the revolutionary committee of the
steel refinery, went to work in the
open hearth shop. One day the
workers on the No. 6 furnace de

cided to try and turn out an extra
heat of steel. Analysis of a sample
taken after melting showed that
carbon content was on the high
side. Chu Tieh-chi discussed the
problem with the workers and
technicians and decided to blow in

compressed air and take other
measures. In a fairly short time
they had reduced the carbon con
tent and they tapped the heat with
time to spare.
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There are cadres working with
all shifts and groups. On duty
around the clock, they can \ise their
experience to give on-site leader
ship to the operation of their whole
unit. "Our leaders are no high and
mighty officials," the workers say.
"They don't just sit in their offices
listening to reports and issuing in
structions. They work right beside
us at the furnace."

"Workers Strengthen

Management

At the end of each year Wuhan
Steel's leaders bring the state plan
for the next year to the shops for
discussion by the work groups. The
latter propose measures for fulfill
ing it. "When we see the plan," the
workers say, "we have a clear idea
of what's wanted and what we're
doing. Then we can set out to
tackle it."

The cadres depend on the work
ers to help keep them doing their
job well. One day Chao Chen-chi,
secretary of the Party committee
of the plate mill, walked into a
shop to find a big-character poster
written by a worker criticizing
him for getting a bit conceited
about his achievements. Other
workers had different ideas. "My
attitude toward this poster is a test
of whether or not I really pay
attention to what the workers
think," Chao thought. "After all,
one of the basic things about so
cialist construction in our coimtry
over the past two decades is to rely
on the masses. Their criticism and
supervision ought to make me
better able to keep from becoming
conceited and complacent. This is
the only way to prevent and fight
the growth of revisionism and keep
the revolution going."

He expressed his approval of the
poster then and there and en
couraged the workers to offer more
criticisms. "Now that's the kind

of leader we like," the workers
said. Within a week 400 posters
went up. Good suggestions were
adopted and where shortcomings
were pointed out, improvements
were made. A new and livelier
political atmosphere appeared in
the miQ, and with cadres and
masses working together they ful
filled their 1973 production plan
59 days ahead of schedule.

SELECTED WORKS OF

MAO TSETUNG

(Vol. I-IV)

Volume I. Seventeen articles written by Comrade Mao
Tsetung during the First Revolutionary Civil War (1924-1927)
and the Second Revolutionary Civil War (1927-1937).

Available in Arabic, Burmese, English, French, Ger

man, Hindi, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Persian,
Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Thai, Urdu, Vietnamese and
Esperanto.

Volume II. Forty articles written between July 1937, the
outbreak of the War of Resistance Against Japan, and May
1941 when Chiang Kai-shek's second anti-Communist
campaign was defeated.

Available in all the languages above.

Volume III. Thirty-one articles written between March
1941 and August 1945, when final victory was won in the
War of Resistance Against Japan.

Available in all the above languages except Hindi,

Urdu and Esperanto.

Volume IV. Seventy articles written during the Third
Revolutionary Civil War, from August 1945 to September
1949.

Available in Arabic, Burmese, English, French, Ger

man, Indonesian, Japanese, Korean, Persian, Russian,
Spanish, Thai and Vietnamese.

Published by: The Foreign Languages Press, Peking,

China

Distributed by: GUOZI SHUDIAN (China Publica

tions Center), Peking, China

Order from your local dealer or write direct to: Moil

Order Dept., GUOZI SHUDIAN P.O. Box 399, Peking,

China
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if Continued' frornTp710 j

("Tzu Lu", Analects.) But how did
the laboring people answer Confu
cius? An old peasant was weeding
his field wJhen he passed by. Ho
branded Confucius as a parasite
"whose four limbs do not toil and

who cannot distinguish between
the five kinds of grain", living on
the labor of others. ("Wei Tzu",
Analects.) This is a most accurate
appraisal of Confucius.

Confucius chattered ceaselessly
about "benevolence", but excluded
the slaves and other enslaved

laboring people from it. In his
view, slaves were fit only to be
ordered about and kept in their
servile state, and should never be
allowed to know the whys and
wherefores of anything. ("The com
mon people should be directed to
do things but not made to compre
hend them." "Tai Po", Analects.)
He reviled them by comparing
them to "birds and beasts" whom

no slave-owning aristocrats would
stoop to associate with. ("Wei Tzu",
Analects.) In particular, he looked
down on women. Both men and

women slaves, he believed, were
very hard to keep and handle and
should be kept at a distance.
("Yang Huo", Analects.) According
to Confucius, there might be slave
owners who lacked "benevolence";
but none of the slaves or enslaved

laboring people could possibly
have this quality. ("Hsien Wen",
Analects.)

So it is clear that when Confu

cius preached, "Benevolence is to
love aU men", he was falking rub
bish to fool people. He never
meant to love everyone (including
slaves); his love was reserved for
the slave-owning class alone. He
talked of "overflowing in love to
all" which seemed to be love for

the multitudes. Owing to social
changes, the character chung (aU)
had by his time lost the mean
ing it once had in the Shang
dynasty and the earlier years of
the Western Chou, when it had
embraced the slaves. In Confucius'

day this character denoted only
"teachers of royal or ducal houses"
and "ministers" (Cheng Hsuan's
explanatory note in "Chu Li", The
Book of Rites)] so what Confucius
loved was the slave-owning class
alone.

Chairman Mao has pointed out:
"As for the so-called love of hu

manity, there has been no such all-
inclusive love since humanity was
divided into classes. All the ruling
classes of the past were' fond of
advocating it, and so were many
so-called sages and wise men, but
nobody has ever really practiced
it, because it is impossible in class
society." (Talks at the Yenan
Forum on Literature and Art.) We
must on no account be deceived by
Confucius. Though he mouthed
such fine sounding phrases as
"conduct yourself well with rela
tives", "give credit to the deeds of
ministers", "select men of virtue",
"employ the capable" and "super
vise the beloved", all this "rule of
benevolence" was applied only
within the slave-owning' class and
"not applied to the people". ("Ta
Chuan", The Book of Rites.) The
slaves were excluded because they
were considered only as something
to be enslaved, whipped and
slaughtered.

From the elementary analysis
given above, we may conclude that
despite the flowery phrases of
Confucius' about "benevolence,
righteousness and virtue", all his
ideas essentially served the in
terests of the collapsing slave-
owning class of aristocrats.

Opposing the Confucians from
the then progressive stand of the
feudal class were Hsun Tzu and the

Legalists such as his disciple Han
Fei. The struggle between the
Confucian and the Legalist schools
before the Chin dynasty (221-207
B.C.) was an expression of the
class struggle on the ideological
front at that time.

Confucius, who took "the stand of
the collapsing slave-owning aris
tocracy, opposed the newly-emerg
ing feudal forces. The essence of
his thought was support for the
rule of the slave-owning class and
the effort to prove that t^ie labor
ing people were fit only to be ex
ploited, enslaved and ruled. In a
word, he wanted to prove that
"exploitation is justified and rebel
lion a crime". Therefore, the ex
ploiting classes of later ages —
whether the feudal landlords or the
bourgeoisie — were capable of op
posing Confucius and shouting
"Down with Confucius' shop" be

fore they seized political power.
But once they had secured political
power and themselves turned into
reactionary ruling classes, they all
wanted to make use of Confucius'

thought to deceive the laboring,
people and serve the interests of
their own reactionary rule. That
was why they have praised Con
fucius as the "most holy sage and
teacher" for more than 2,000 years.
Only by taking the proletarian
stand and applying the Marxist
historical-materialist viewpoint can
we expose the reactionary charac
ter of Confucius.

Chairman Mao has taught us:
"Contemporary China has grown
out of the China of the past; we
are Marxist in our historical ap
proach and must not lop off our
history. We should sum up our
history from Confucius to Sun
Yat-sen and take over this valuable

legacy. This is important for guid
ing the great movement of today."
(The Role of the Chinese Commu
nist Party in the National War.)

In appraising a historical figure
from the Marxist viewpoint, we
must first analyze the class con
tradictions and the class struggle
of his time, and then examine
whether, imder the conditions of
historical development, he stood on
the side of the progressive classes
and advocated change or on the
side of the reactionary classes and
was a proponent of conservatism.
The task of Marxists is to push
historical development constantly
forward. We affirm only that
which has played a progressive
role in history; as to whatever is
reactionary and conservative we
must firmly negate and repudiate
it. Criticism of Confucius' reac
tionary thought is therefore help
ful to participation in actual class
struggle, and especially to coming
to grips with the class struggle
in the ideological area of the
superstructure. .

CORRECTION

In the April 1974 issue, the last
line of column two, page 3Z
should read: kept to the correct
orientation of the revolution and
struggled against a Right op
portunist line in the Party.
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Wu HsicD-chung (left) is becoming a cotton grower at the
Taibo commune in Heishan county, Liaoning province. Vice-
chairman of the revolutionary committee in the Xo. 8 Middie
School which she attended in Fushun, at the commune

she is often praised for her modesty and hard work.

4:

\,

Settiing down in a herding commune on the Inner Mon
golian grassland, Chang Li-no (right) began studying
veterinary science with Delgar, a Mongolian veterinarian.

ACROSS THE LAND

A high-yield strain of soybeans was created by an experimental group formed by city
middle school graduates In a production brigade in Finghsien county, Heilungkiang province;



Lesson 5

^ -f R, ft
San Shou Minge

Tliree Folksongs

*  ̂ t ^ ̂
Jiti liliang Oi Wuqi6ng

Collective Strength Great Without Limit

Jiti Uliang dii wuqi6ng,
Collective strength great without limit,

t
Qiannl&n Hu&ngh^ ding de qlng;
Thousand year Yellow River settle clear;

fj i::
Gao shan d4 ling ban de ding.
High mountain large ridge (can be) moved,

^ # -f*;
Wangydng d& bli ti&n de ping;
Vast ocean big sea filled level;

NIng bu feng l&i nlng huln yu.
Can call wind can summon rain,

it % it M.O
Nlng die donghll qin jiaollng.
Can (go) to east sea capture dragon.

Shi Shui Xiuchu Hua Shijil?
(It) Is Who Embroidered (this) Flowery World?

- ̂ -fr
Yi piln qlng l&l yi plan huAng,
One piece green one piece yellow,

*  -fr A
HuAng shi mAizi qlng shi yang.
Yellow is wheat green is (rice) shoots.

^  ib
Shi shui xiuchu hua shijil?

(It) is who embroidered (this) flowery world?

^ ̂ AR, -f — jfX-o
LAoddng rinmin shdu yl shuang.

Laboring people hands a pair.

(-)

^  Jl T ^
W5 Ceng TltiAn ShAngle Tian
1 Plow Terraced Fields up in Sky

J. r t t m
Chtewu chdng ching rAo shanjian,
Morning mist layer after layer surround mountain peak.

M. A >^irM A;
YI shi shandlng cip6 tian;
Suspect is mountaintop piercing through sky;

# m
YAng bian cul niu wuli zdu.
Raise whip goad ox mist in walk,

Jl T :^o
W6 geng tUlAn shAngle tian.
I  plow terraced fields up in sky.

Translation

Collective Strength Is Limitless
Collective strength is limitless.
It can make the thousand-year-old Yellow River clear;
It can move high mountain ranges.
Fill up vast oceans and seas;
It can call the wind and summon rain;
It can go to the east sea and capture the dragon.*

Who Embroidered This Flowery World?
A patch of green, a patch of yellow.
The yellow is wheat, the green, rice shoots.
•Who embroidered this flowery world?

The hands of the laboring people.

I Plow Terraced Fields up in the Sky
Layer after layer morning mist surrounds the mountain peak.
Making it look like the mountaintop pierces the sky;
I raise the whip and goad the ox on into the mist.
Plowing terraced fields up in the sky.

Notes

In the first four lessons of this series we summed
up basic sentence patterns of Chinese. With this
lesson we begin a review of words, phrases and con
structions.

1. Words of location. This is a. special class
of words showing locality. There are two; kinds,
monosyllabic and disyllabic.

Monosyllabic words of location are:
shang Jl (on) p^ng #- (by)
xi^ T (under) bian ii (side)
qiin ^ (before) zuo A (left)
hdu ^ (after) y6u (right)

♦According to legend, floods were controlled by a dragon that lived
in the east sea.
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dong $ (east)
ndn il) (south)
xi ^ (west)
b6i 4b (north)

nei or li JL (in^
wdi (out)
zhong ̂  (middle, in,

among, between)

They are usually suffixed to nouns. For instance:
Idushang ^ Jl (upstairs), menwM fl PY (outside the
door), wiiK (in the fog), xinzhong .i; ̂  (in the
heart), f^qidn ^ (before the meal), and huihdu

(after the meeting).
Disyllabic words of location are mainly formed

by adding the suffix bian ii, midn ® or t6u ^ to
monosyllabic words of location. They may be used
alone or after nouns. For instance: libian Ji i$.
(inside), shangmian Ji ® (on top), houtou jg ̂  (behind),
and zhuozipdngbian 14 (beside the table). With
zhong however, we can only use jian f^: zhdng-
jian ^|a].
Some words of location are used with a preposi

tion to extend the meaning of a noun.
To indicate a certain field of endeavor, Ji

is most often used. For example, jiefanghdu, Zhong-
god renmin zai zhdngzhishang^ jingjishhng., wenhua-
shdng dou Knle shen , t ® A ̂  S: Ji,

t. it ^ T ̂  (After liberation, the
Chinese people stood up politically, economically and
culturally).
To indicate conditions, T is most often

used. For example, Zai fundmen renzhen guanli-
xid, shiyantidnli de midhmido zhang de hSn hao ̂

(Under
the meticulous care of the women, the cotton seed
lings in the experimental plot grew very well).
To indicate a fact within a larger scope, ^

is most often used. For example, Ta zai tongxue-
zhong nidnji zuixiao (He is the
youngest among his schoolmates).
2. Place words. Nouns or other words indicating

place. Examples:^ Zhonggud g! (China), Bdijing
4b (Peking), wuzili (in the room).
Place words are mainly used as adverbs. They

may be used with or without prepositions. For
instance: Jinqu ba! Women wuzili tdn 4i

(Let's go in. We'll talk in the room).
An example using prepositions is Ta c6ng Shdnghai
Idi fe>^Ji?i|-^(He comes from Shanghai). Women
c6ng shoudu zouxidng bianjiang
(We traveled from the capital towards the frontier).

3. Time words. Time words or phrases are main
ly used as adverbs. They may or may not be used
with prepositions. For example. Wo zhiinbM yi-
jiiiqisinidn bayu^ ddo Zhonggud qu

^  4: (I am preparing to go to China in
August 1974). Zh^ge gongzud shi c6ng shdngyue
shiwuhad kaishi de /kX H -f
(This work was started on the 15th of last month).

If it indicates a definite time, it must be used with
the preposition ̂  or 5"J. For example, Zhaoddihui
anpdizdi xingqiwu xidwu 4S#^-^#-j4;I.^iT-^(The
reception is arranged for Friday afternoon). Zhe-

chang yii xidddo xingqifiu edi ting it 4^ nig T i'J
^ ir If (This rain lasted until Saturday).
When showing a period of time, a time word is

used without a preposition. For example, Zhao
ddihui kaile yige xidwu T — (The
reception went on all afternoon). Zh^chang yu xidle
wutian T (This rain lasted for five days).

When a time word indicating a period of time is
placed before a verb, it shows something happened
(or did not happen) within that time, as in Yitian
kaile san ge hui — 7 (Three meetings
were held in one day). Placed after the verb, it
shows how long the event lasted, or how long it took
the event to finish, as in Yige hui kaile san tian

(One meeting lasted for three days);
and Ta zdule santian, wo edi zhidao ffbA T Xit,

^  it. (He had been gone three days before I
found out).

Exercises

I. Arrange the following into sentences:
1.

3. —

II. Translate the following into Chinese:
1. He read two novels in a week.

2. We performed the program for three hours
on May 1st, International Labor Day.

3. That road was built in 1958.

III. Read aloud the following proverbs:

(1)

i A. ^ X iP o
Renxin qi, Tdishan yi.
People's hearts together, Tair Mountain move.

(2)

fit A K E

Da yu de ren jing de qi kudngfeng juldng,
Fisherman can stand wild winds huge waves,

fit A jt ih #
Da lie de ren napd hu bao cbdildng.
Hunter how fear tigers leopards wolves.

(3)

—  <1^ ^ % *
Yi di shui, bu sudn duo,
One drop (of) water, not count much,
—  }L iT j

Yi di yi di huicheng he; -
One drop one drop collect into river;
■— jfi X9 ^ P 9
Yi li mi, bu suan duo.
One grain (of) rice, not count much,
—  4^ ^
Yi li yi li duicheng du5.
One grain one grain pUe into heap.

(Answers on p. 35)
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Worker-Peasant Travelers' 'Home'

Staff Reporter

An old peasant was lying quietly
in a hospital bed in Shashih

when suddenly he heard somebody
calling his name. "Hey! I'm in
here," the old man answered.

"What?" the man in the next bed

said, "You just told me you don't
have any relatives in this town.
Who's calling you then?"

"The hotel's attendants — they're
my relatives!"

The old peasant had registered
at the Linung Hotel. The next
morning he got a pain in his
stomach and went to the hospital.
The doctor kept him for observa
tion. When it got dark and the old
peasant didn't come back, the hotel
workers became worried and went

out looking for him. At last they
found him in the hospital.

The Linung Hotel is a small
hotel in a small town. Shashih is

a port on the Yangtze River in cen
tral Hupeh province. Many passen
gers stop in the city. The hotel is
not new and only has 103 beds,
but it is only 100 meters from the
docks and is very convenient for
travelers. The hotel workers'

warm hospitality has led people to
call it "the travelers' home".

As soon as a guest steps into the
hotel, he gets a feeling of warmth
and cleanliness. Thirteen people
serve the guests and keep the
rooms spotless, working cheerfully
and with a will. "Why shouldn't I
work hard?" attendant Chen Shih-

ching said recently. "In the old
society I was a maidservant for a
capitalist's family who beat and
cursed me. Today I'm serving the
people. So I do my best to make
things warm and nice for our
guests."

Guests don't spend much at the
hotel. A night's lodging only costs
35 fen*, the price of four or five

•100 fen equals I yuan

Welcoming their guests.

eggs. A large bowl of rice 9 fen,
a dish of lotus roots and pork 10
fen, a dish of fried cabbage 3 fen.
The food is always hot and deli-

Attendant Tsui Ching-hsiu's
story illustrates the hotel workers'
warm-hearted attitude. Several

years ago Tsui had just come to
work in the hotel. One evening
dozens of commune members who

had been away building an irriga
tion canal stopped and wanted to
stay in the hotel. There weren't
enough places for so many people,
so she turned them away.

But as soon as they left, she felt
uneasy. She remembered how the

leaders had helped her study
Chairman Mao's article Serve the

People when she started work. She
had seen veteran attendants put
their whole hearts into running
their socialist hotel well. She

realized she had treated the peas
ants wrong — they could put them
up some way. She ran out and
called them back.

Deeply moved, one of the com
mune members said, "In the old
society the landlords and capitalists
ran hotels to make money. They
looked down on us and wouldn't

even let us muddy-legged peasants
in the door! Today you workers in
a socialist hotel do your best to put
us up, even though^ it gives you
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tough problems. How can we ex
press our thanks to you?"

One evening, as hotel manager
Hsu Kuo-hua and attendant Tseng
Hsiang-jung were going off duty,
they saw a pregnant peasant wom
an outside looking around anx
iously. She told them she had be
come separated from her husband
and small son and couldn't find

them. She was having labor pains
and didn't know what to do. Hsu

and Tseng promptly took her to
the hospital.

Meanwhile they telephoned
many places asking for her hus
band and son, with no result. Arm
ed with a description of the
woman's husband, they went out
in the streets and lanes and finally
found them. Deeply grateful, the
man followed them back to the

hospital. Tsui Ching-hsiu took
care of the couple's son in the hotel
just as if he were her own younger
brother.

The workers and peasants feel
at home in the Linung Hotel. At
tendants always carry needles and
thread, ready to help' guests sew
on buttons and mend clothes.

When guests' clothes get wet in the

A get-together with guest?.

rain, they dry them. Often guests
go out in the morning, leaving their
dirty clothes to soak in the tub.
When they come back in the after
noon they find them drying on a
line. The attendants never charge
for such services.

The hotel workers go out of
their way to help solve guests'
problems. When a sudden change
of weather catches guests without
enough warm clothes, the attend
ants bring their own from home
to lend them. They often lend
their umbrellas and boots this way.

One night last spring there was
a drizzling rain outside. At mid--
night most of the guests were
asleep. Attendant Hsiao Ching-ying
found two peasants still sitting up.
Concerned, she asked, "It's late.
Why aren't you in bed, Comrades?"

The older one said, "We're wor
ried about the four oxen we bought
for the commune. We had to tie

them to trees on the dyke. Now
it's raining."

Hsiao Ching-ying told manager
Hsu. The hotel workers decided

to bring the oxen into the hotel's
shed. Hsu, Tseng and the two peas
ants hurried to the dyke to bring

Mending for a guest.

them in. The older peasant said,
"In the old society whoever heard
of a hotel handling such things?
You're really good servants of the
people!"

Manager Hsu replied, "Don't
mention it. We have the same rev

olutionary goal. You buy oxen
and grow food and we serve our
guests — all for the building of so
cialism. We're comrades in the

same cause."

The hotel workers always wel
come their guests and see that they
get off well on their journey.

One evening an old peasant
woman had to get to the bus sta
tion, but it was raining hard. Chen
Shih-ching was already off duty.
But with a smile she put the old
woman's bundle on her back, took
an umbrella in one hand and help
ed the old woman along to the sta
tion with the other.

After she was on her bus, the
old woman said, "Comrade, you've
missed your supper. Here, please
take this money, and go eat in a
restaurant."

Chen smiled and said, "Thank
you. Granny, you've already paid
for your lodging. We're here to
serve the people. It's our duty io
help you get to the station, how
can I take your money?"

Anxiously the old woman said,
"How can I thank you for your
help?"

Chen answered, "Granny, don't
thank me. It's Chairman Mao who
teaches us to serve the people heart
and soul, so you just thank him."
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(Continued from p. 28)

their brightly-colored Mongolian
costumes gave a performance for
workers at the Mentoukou Mine,
who, in their work clothes and
safety helmets, were seated in a
clearing near a tall shaft frame.

Please come to our grassland,

On the frontier we have high
aspirations.

The nationalities, heart linked
to heart,

A thousand red flowers open
towards the sun.

The thousand-li grassland has
a new look.

With rivers and mountains
rearranged.

Following our leader, Chair
man Mao,

Heads high, we stride into
the future! '

The troupe had come 40 kilo
meters from the city that morning
in order to bring their perform
ances to the workers and get their
opinions. They ' gave five shows
that day, and on the next heard
the miners' comments at a forum.

"We can see that theatrical

workers have gone through pro
found changes," some of the
veteran miners said. "They have
been tempered by the cultural rev
olution. It is Chairman Mao's rev

olutionary line that has brought us
together. We hope you will con
tinue to advance on the road he

has pointed out." The miners'
specific suggestions showed their
concern for a revolutionary litera
ture and art.

Often during the festival, forums
of workers, peasants and soldiers
in' the audience were held right
after the performance. "We have
not only appeared on the stage as
heroes," said one member of a
people's commune outside the city,
"but we are asked for criticisms

and suggestions. This is something
that has never happened before."
During the festival more than 30
such meetings brought forth com
mentaries from more than 300

worker-peasant-soldier members
of the audience. This gave the
troupes a lot of encouragement.

Only a Beginning

The Great Proletarian Cultural

Revolution smashed the revisionist

line pushed by Liu Shao-chi and
Lin Piao in the artistic fields. As

a result. Chairman Mao's revolu
tionary line on literature and art
has taken deeper root in the hearts
of the people. Both the cultural
workers and the workers, peasants
and soldiers .themselves are

grasping it better. The experience
gained in creating the model rev
olutionary theatrical works has
been widely disseminated. With
these in the vanguard, creation and
performance by the masses are
developing vigorously. Works of
literature, drama, music, dance,
fine arts and film which are of

good or fairly good quality are
appearing like bamboo shoots after
a rain. Most of the dramas, songs
and dances performed at the
festival have revolutionary con
tent, are full of local color and
throb with life. They show the
excellent revolutionary situation in
China's literature and art.

The North China Theatrical

Festival will be followed by fur
ther such events, bringing the
promise of more and better per
formances. A hundred flowers are

blooming luxuriantly on China's
stage.

ACROBATICS

ON January 21, 1974 the Ministry of Posts
and Telecommunications of the Peo

ple's Republic of China issued a set of six

special stamps entitled "Acrobatics".

This set pictures the six typical Chi

nese acrobatic items most popular with

domestic and foreign audiences.

Stamp 1, 8 fen. The lion dance. Dull
purple, vermilion, yellow and yellow-green.

Stamp 2, 8 fen. Handstand on chairs.

Prussian blue, apple-green, buff and

orange.

Stamp 3, 8 fen. Twirling bamboo diab-
olos. Lavender, light carmine, gold and

indigo.

Stamp 4, 8 fen. Balancing jar act.

Violet, orange-red, white and gold.

Stamp 5, 8 fen. Plate-spinning. Grey-
green, lemon, white and gold.

Stamp 6, 8 fen. Stepping an umbrella.

Light slate-purple, vermilion, light carmine
and gold.

All stamps measure 27 X 60 mm.

Perf. 11. Photogravured. Serial num
bers: T2 (6-1) to (6-6).'
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